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PADUCAH, KY.,FRIDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 19 1906
KENTUCKY MASONRY ON RECORD CiLONELROWLAND $61,200 SHORT IN WAS BROTHER




PAST GRAND MASTER WILHELM AUTHOR OF RES-
OLUTION BARRING LIQUOR DEALERS FROM
JOINING KENTUCKY LODGES.
BY A VOTE OF ALMOST 400 TO io 
THE GRAND LODGE OF
KENTUCKY AFTER VIGOROUS DEBATE MAKES IT 
UNLAW-
FUL FOR ANY SUBORDINATE LODGE TO RECEIV
E OR AC-
CEPT LIQUOR DEALERS AS MEMEBERS.
' Louisville, Oct. t8.4-An epoch 
in
the history of Freemasonry in 
Ken-
tucky occurred at the present session
Of the Grand Lodge of Ke
ntucky,
just before neon yesterday when that
body by a vote of abou'l eoo to to
adopted a resolution making it un-
lawful for any Kentucky lodge of
Free and accepted masons to accept
or receive a liquor dealer into its
membership. The result of the vote
was received with a demonstration of
applause seldom witnessed in that
dignified body.
Past Grand Master James E. Wil-
helm of Paducah introduced the reso-
lution Wednesday morning and at his
request, under the rules of the grand
body, it was referred to the juris-
prudence committee with instructions
to report in the afternoon and the
matter be made a special order for
three o'clock The resolution was as
follows:
--Resolved: That it shall be unlaw-
ful for a Issitncky lodge to receive
or accept into its memberehip any
person en=loize,ithe miumfactswe or
sale of vhaous or malt
karats. except •risere such mannfac-
lure or sale is for medicinal purposes.
Any sad an lodges violating this
edict shag forfeit duds charters?'
. When the reeolution came up for
consideration the author of it had the
exception stricken out and the word.
"as a beverage" jemmied instead, thus
forbidding the lodges to receive per-
son. who manufacture or sell liquors
as a beverage.
A strong fight egainst the resolu-
tion was anticipated, for every year
or two in the past some of the dele-
gates have endeavored to ob-
tain legislation on the subject bet the
frirnds of the liquor interests by re-
BAPTIST ASSI
WELL ATTENDED
ABOUT ',coo PEOPLE TOOK
DINNER ON THE GROUNDS
YESTERDAY.
Colonel Joseph E. Potter is the Dis-
trict Moderator—Practice by
Sunday School Pupils.
Reports from the Bayou chat% in
the county yesterday were that about
1,000 peopte are mattendanec at the
annual gathering of the West Union
Baptist Association that is now in
session at that point. The meeting
was called to order by Rev. T. B.
Rouse, and after the letters were
read from the different churches rep-
resented, the election of foficers was
enterd into, and th old ones chosen
for another term, they being, Rev.
3. B. Rouse, moderator, J. R. Stew-
ail, secretary and Colonel Joseph E.
Potter, district moderator. Ree. Cal-
vin M. Thompson of the First Bap-
tist church of this city, preached at
it o'clock yesterday morning to the
mammoth concourse present, while
-dinner was served on the grounds to
-about rpm' people. •
The Paducah delegation will prob-
ably return this evening.
•••10•1110.•+o
Today's Cooking.
The ladies of St. Frances de Sales
will have Charge of the cookings to-




The Broadway Methodist church
Sunday school children who take part
in the Children's Day exercises the
coming Sunday, are requested to be
at the clintiih tomorrow afternoon
it a _o'clock for practice.
Ladies' Mite ilocietY.
The Ladies' Mite society of the
"int Rapala church meets at 3
sorting to Shrewd parliamentary
tactics have been enabled to get a
postponement of a vote on the ques-
tion. When Past Grand Master W.-
helm introduced the resolution yelle
terday morning it -was-the 'opinion of
the best posted masons that he would
force it to a direct issue before tte
so° representatives, and this he ac-
complished.
The committee began its general
report at 3 o'clock yesterday after-
noon and the special order was
waived, and their report on the reso-
lution hod not been reached when the
grand lodge adjourned late yesterday
afteroon. 'Mien the body reassem-
bled this morning the committee was
absent and other business was started
into, but on a point of order by Mr.
Wilhelm all business was stopped and
a meHfrger sent for the committee.
The htee recommended that
the resolufion be treated as an amend
ment to The constitution and that it
lie over until next year for consid-
eration This precipitated a red hot
discussion for nearly two hours and
by an overwhelming vote the grand
lodge adopted the resolution to be-
come effective at once. After this ac-
tion, steps were taken to have it be-
come a part of the organic law.
Under the resolution it does not
affect the standing of the few liquor
dealers who are now members of
Kentucky lodges, further than the
feet that the business in which
they are engaged is condemned
by the Grand Lodge of Kentucky,
and from now on other liquor dealers
cannot bettelne members of lodges in
Kentucky.
W. John H. Cowles of i this city
was elected grand junior warden, and




ASSOCIATION WILL BE OR-
GANIZED AT LOUISIVLLE
IN DECEMBER
The Objeitt of Incorporating Is in
Order That Advocates Can
Sue Arid Be Sued.
Mr. L P. Head, chief clerk of the
Edifyville penitentiary, arrived here
yesterday and will return to that place
foday. Last night he stated the Ken-
tucky Child Labor Association will
be incorporated December toth, at a
meeting to be held at Seelbach's
hotel in Louisville on that date.
The incorporators will be George
L. Sehon of Louisville, Louis W.
Arnett of Covington, W. H. Southall
of Kopkinsville, M. L Wilson ot
Madisonville, Z. E. Stewart of Corbin,
'and L P. Head of this city.
A message was yesterday received
from Mr. Owen R. Lovejoy, secretary
of the National Child Labor com-
mittee of New York, stating that he
would be present at the Louisville
gathering to help effect the organiza-
tion.
The object of the association is to
suppress child labor in the state, se-
cure legislation to that end, and get
an agreement with employers not to
work children under certain ages. .
The reason for incorporating is to
be able to sue and be sued, and obtain
other advantages under corporate
laws. The board of directors and
officers will also be named at the
Louisville session.
• 
o'clock this afternoon with Mrs. J. R.
Puryear of Eighth and Broadway.
joises Memorial.
Rev. E. B. Ramsey will Sunday
hold a "Sam Jones Memorial Ser-
vice" at the Madison Heights Meth-
odist chorch in Memphis, Tens.
Sam
WIDOW HAS RELINQUISHED
RIGHT TO QUALIFY IN
COUNTY COURT.
OR. R. C. GORE NAMED
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK
MRS MARY SANDS HAD TO
GET OUT A WRIT OF
DELIVERY.
Referee Bagby Accepted the Sched-
ule Filed Several Weeks Ago
By Assignee Barber,
Colonel Reuben Rowland did not
leave any will, and yesterday on his
widow waiving her right to qualify
as administratrix of his estate, it was
placed in the hands of W. F. Brad-
shaw. James A. Rudy, L. P. Palmer
ar.d A.- S. Dabney were then selected
as appraisers to value the estate.
Property Sold.
Effie Leigh has transferred to
George C. Hughes for $8.5oo, proper-
ty on the southwest corner of Fourth
and Kentucky avenue. The indenture
was filed for record yesterday with
the clerk of the county court.
W. A. Langston has bought from
T. J. Eley for $250 land out in the
county.
Andrew P. Humburg transferred to
James T. Hutohen for $880 property
on Harahan boulevard.
L. D. Husbands sold to J T. Quar-
les for $300 property on Jarrett
street.
Licensed Tb livery.
The following couple were tees-
terday issued licenses to marry:
Leon klasky, aged 22 and Pautine
Coleman, aged 21. of St. Louis;
George W. Campbell, aged 31 and
Samna Courson, aged 22 of Kinsun-
do Ill.
Power Of Attorner,
Moses Bloom has conferred power
ci/ attorney upon Robert ,
Reeves.
Deputy Clerk.
Dr. R. C. Gore was yesterday
appointed by the county clerk as a
deputy county clerk to serve in the
portion of the county in Which he
resides, for convenience of those
people having business with i
clerk's office. His apointment for
that vicinity obviates the necessity
of parties coming all the way to the
city to transact their business with
the office.
Order Of Delivery.
Yesterday Mrs. Mary Sands got
out an order of delivery in the court
of Justice Charles Emery, and recov-
eied possession of some 'household
goods belonging to her but in keep-
ing of Andrew Sands of 1002 South..
Fourth street.
Mrs. Sands was away from the
city and her daughter got married.
The latter and her husband moved to
the home of their uncle, Andrew
Sends, who is a brother-in-law of
Mrs. Mary Sands. They carried
along with them some household
goods. Now on return of Mrs.
Sands she wanted possession of the
furniture, but Andrew Sands refused
to give up. The order of delivery
was gotten out and put in the
hands of Constable A. C. Shelton
who .went to -Mr. Sands' home for
the goods. He refused to give them
up, saying there would be trouble if
they were carried away. The con-
stable brought all before Justice
Emery, who pointed out to them the
trouble they would get into if they
reshted the order. At this 'Sands'
came down a notch or two and sur-
rendered the goods.
Schedule Accepted.
Yesterday there was lodged with
Referee Bagity of the bankrupt court,
the schedule of liabilities and assets
filed several weeks ago In the coun-
ty court by Assignee Richard J. Bar-
ber of the E. Re'hkotif Saddlery Com-
pany. The referee..fd the sched-
ule was correct in .siie, particular,
and accepted it in lieu tclf" °them of-
ferred him. This acheduXe was laken
from the county clerk's office and
will be need by the fereree in notify-
ing the creditors Of the, itieeting No-
vember ist at which time there will
be chosen a trustee for the proper-
ties, by those holding claims against
the company.
EXPERTS FROM TREASURY DE,,





NOT LOCATE IT WITH HIS
LIMITED FORCE.
The Officials Are Not Inclined to
Blame Anyone Pending Result
of the Inquiry.
Si Louis, Oct. 18.—Three expert
accountants from the treasury de-
partment at Washington, working un-
der a deputy United States treasurer,
in St. Louis counting more than Om.-
000,000 in -the vaults of the United
State, subtreasury, have discovered
a shortage of jeir000.
John E. Wilkie, chief of the United
States sect service, is in the city,
but declarss that his enis4on has no
connection with the examination. He
says he is here merely to attend the
bankers' convention.
United States Strbtreasurer Thomas
J. Mins, at the Si Louis club last
night, admitted that the experts were
in St. Louis, but said that no defin-
ite statement would be made by him
until the representatives from Wash-
ington had finished their investiga-
man's reputation," said Mt.
Akins, "is worth more to him than
the lam of WA.* is to the gonna-
ment. If an error were made in
checking the vaults to
one of thetliCirarrneer:count of ell the
money on load would reveal thpve•
ror, and also the presence of the full
amount of the money which should
be in the vaults.
"The present investigation will de-
termine Whether the accounts bal-
ance. Until then nothing cane said,
and it would be unjust to connect the
name of any employe with the _des.
crepancy at this time.
Akins Notifies Washington.
The discrepancy was first suspect-
ed by Mr. Akins more than. a week
ago. He Immediately notified the of-
ficials at Washington of the apparent
irregularity, And, following his re-
quest for 'assistance in checking up
the accounts, a force of experts were
assigned to his office.
Mt. Akins says that it is quite pos-
sible for tellers to be the victims of
an error m: checking the money from
the vaults to the cages.
Fortune are handled every day in
the St. Louis subtreasury. For ex-
ample. Mr. Akins cited that more than
three tons of silver money were dis-
tributed from the subtreasury yester-
day.
Regular Examinations Overdue.
Mr. Akins says that it would be
most difficult, in his opinion, for a
teller to be short •51,200 and not be
discovered in a very short time.
He says that the moneys in the
vaults are checked over every Fri-
day, and this system would disclose
a large discrepancy quickly, -and
would result in the speedy discovery
of the person or persons responsible
for the loss.
As a rule, the treasury officials at
Washington inspect the subtreasuries
every two years. This biennial in-
spection is now ten months overdue
in St. Louis.
Mir. Akins says that when he was
in Washington recently he called at-
tention to the delay in the inspection
of the hetet subtreasury, and was
eager for it to take place.
"I have always exercised extreme
care in the managemeniof this office,"
he said, "aid every department has
been ekoally watched. During my
administration I have not had a sin-
gle vacatioli and have kept steadily
a. my desk"
Washington Confirms Repikrt
Washington, D. C., Oct. t8.—
Treasury department experts have
confirmed, in a repcirt to Washing-
ton, the rusher of a shortage of *t-
wo in the division of receiving tellers
at the St. Louis subtreasury. The
experts were gent to make a thorough
examination of all divisions of the St.
Loth office: ..They started in the re-
ceiving teller? cages, and any results
of further licaminations hive not been
forwarded to the treasury department
as yet.
,Their preliminary report, received
(Continued on Page Five.)
OFFICERS THOUGHT WILL




CHIEF SAYS GANGS MUST NOT
CONGREGATE AT FOURTH
AND BROADWAY.
Jeff Sanders Colored, Set Fire to
His Mattresses in City Lockup,
Came Near Being Roasted.
Officers Terrel and Brennan yes-
terdayhair 1100h thought 0 eo nad
caught Dave Ray, colored, who is
wanted at Joppa, Ill., on the *barge
of killing anothei darky several
weeks ago. The patrolman arrested
a darky at the Karnes and 11111 Bock-
yards op North Sixth stiort and
took him to the City Hal! !he sus-
sect proved to be Will Ray, a hroth-
er of the allegee murderei and on
establishing his identity was releae-
ed.
Drunk and Disorderty.
Frank White, %shoe, was arrested
and lockesi t,. crerday by Officers
Cross and Jahr: .1, who charge that




Yesterday Mary Whitlock, colored,
31 Notth Eighth street, telephoned
the ponce department that some
strange woman came along and pick-
ing up the i8-month,-old Whitlphk
child, carried it away. The mother
thought the little one had bten ki.3.
napped the child being carried off
in -the early morning.
About noon it developed the child
had been carried away by the
mother's sister, without telling the
parent. The sister brought it sick
*barfly after 'if o'clock_
Move On Ord.r.
Yesterday Chief James Collins in-
structed the !Broadway officers to
mpel everybedy to move on at
Fcurth and Broadway, which seems
to be the center of attraction for the
large crowd of loafers who congre-
gate there at all hours af the day.
They blockade the pavement, land
interfere with the business of the
merchants on that corner, by flocking
around the doors to the extent that
ople can hardly enter to trade. It
seems that. all the I3ungers in the
city gather there several hundred
strong, and the chief ordered that
ali not having business thereabouts
:elan move on. Ladies are the great-
es t complainants, as Co congregat-
ed throngs ire always making oto
jectionable remarks that are head
by the passing ladies.
Not Yet Caught.
Lige Lewis, colored, has not yet
been cought by the police, who want
hem in the charge of shooting Tom
Gieen, colored,' Tuesday night at
Aiice Perkins' calored, home on
Iiuntongdon Row. Green still lives,
although the bullet pierced his Wog.
Set Fire To Mattress.
Jeff Sanders, the aged negro man
confined in the city lockup yesterday-
day morning piled six mattresses on
the floor of his cell and set fire t3
them. A large flame had blazed up
and he wag in danger of being
rcasted alive, when other prisoners
gave the cry of warning and As-
sistat Jailer Joseph Purchase rush-
ed in and had the fire extinguished
with, several buckets of water. San-
ders was left el the cell until noon
when he was taken to the county jail.
He was picked up in the gutter Wed-
nesday night at Tenth and Caldwell
etreet,s and acting as if demented,
was incarcerated. He is being held
pending examination. He is an old-
ex-slave formerly. °voice by, the
grandfather of the iate Judge D. I...
Senders.
Wheel Stolen.
A negro working for the Dryfuss
linuor firm, notified Lieutenant Pot-
ter Of the night force, last evening,i
that someone had stolen his bicy-
cle he had left stading in front of










DAY FOR THE CORBETT-
THOMPSON WEDDING.
Mr. Jesse Rutter and Bride of Smith-
land, Passed Through En Route
North—Another Wedding.
During the meeting of the  Fike
lodge last evening at their new build-
ing on North Fifth street beside the
postoffice, the brethren decided on
October toth as the time for holding
their opening reception, to which the
entire public will be cordially invited
in order that the community can tour
the handsaw* quarters and see in
what elegant condition they are main-
tained. The budding bas been in se
for several months by the Pod irt
the reception was deferred until the
remaining dozen pieces of handsome
furniture arrive. Yesterday a tele-
gram was revceived from Carping
brothers of Ctricago, saying they had
forwarded the remainder of the equip.
went, which should arrive here by the
first of next week, when
immediately installed and ange-
meats then amide for the reception,
which will be quite a handsome affair.
The piece, just shipped belong to
different departments of the building.
Corbett-Thompson.
There were issued yesterday invite-
LiOni in which Mrs. Rebecca Corbett
-0414ounoet-ltbe cal*. 111114.riart of
her daughter, Miss Rubye Corbett, to
Mr. Charles W. Thompson. The
ceremony occurs at 8:343 o'clock the
evening of Wed/weds", October 3tst,
at the First 'Christian church. And will
be followed by a reception from 9:30
to 12 o'clock at. Jae North Eighth
street. wedding will be quite a
fashionable social event, initial an-
nauncement for which was made sev-
eral weeks since
Swell Sznithiand Event.
Yesterday mcirning at 8:3o o'clock
at the Methodist church in Smith-
land, Miss Louise Abell of that city
and Mr. Jesse Rutter of Hardin, Ky.,
were united in marriage. It was quite
a fashionable affair, attended by hosts
of admiring friends. Miee Loots
Abell was the maid of honor, while
the bridesmaids were Misses Lizife
and Helen Dunn, Emma Shemwell
and Davie Cowper. The best man
was Mr. Alfred G. Hendsido while
the groommea were lteititit. Carl
Brown of Boydsville, Ky„ Rollie
Miller of this city and Fort and
Samuel Abell of Smithland. Rev.
Conway performed the ceremony.
The couple came to this city immed-
iately after the nuptials and left last
evening at 6 o'clock for Chicago.
They were accompanied here by Mist
Laura Abell, Miss Nellie Gray, and
Messrs. Alfred Hendrick, Samuel
Abell and Rollie Miller.
After their wedding tour they go to
'Hardin to make Weir home, the
groom being cashier of the bask
there.
Former Pastor's Daughter.
Invitations have been received in
this city announcing that Tuesday,
November 6th, Miss Viola Neil
Clarke and My. Frank Bennett will be
united in Marriage at Lexington,
Tenn. The ceremony occurs at
o'clock at the Methodist Episcopal
church of that city.
The information is of deep interest
to many Padocaluins as the talented
and beautiful bride is the daughter of
Rev. James G. Clarke, who for a
number of years was pastor of the
Broadway Methodist church of thk
city.
MORE GYPSIES.
About Seventy-Five Hare Passed
Through City for the South.
Yesterday „morning another band
of gypsies passed through this city,
centring down from the Ohio rtv-
er and proceeding on 4o the Missis-
sippi river by way of Cairo, aboard
the steamer Dick Fowler. This
makes about seventy-five, that have
gone through, all being headed for the








JUDGE REED GAVE JUDGMENT FOR THOUSANDS OF DOL-
LARS WORTH OF INDEBTEDNESS AGAINST THE CQN-
CERN, -MANY OF WHICH CLAIMS ARE GIVEN LIENS UPON
PROCEEDS DERIVED FROM SALE OF STEAMBOATS—JUDG-
MENT GIVEN BANK OF HAZEL AGALNST W. B. SMITH...41ND-
WIFE—CIRCUIT COURT TRANSACTIONS.
ing claims, for which he gave judg-
ment be paid out of the proceeds of
the steamer Mary Micheal, which the
assignee and master commissioner
are ordered to sell to the highest
bidder: Vs'est Kentucky Coal Com-
pany, $95t.62; Mississippi Valley
Railway and Dack Company. $703 29:
I! H. Campbell. $97.35; Aberdeen
Coal and Mining Company. $8o; L. B.
Caelvie & Company, $10.45; John T.
Rennie, $31692;' Fowler. Crumbaugh
& Company, $431; J. P.•Smith, $215,-
97:. W. H. Schroeder. $646.61; Kolb
& Sons $21.88; Jackson Foundry and
Machine Company, $1.45s Scott Hard
litre Company $46.35; Cairo City
Coal Company.. $134.60. MI these
Yesterday in the circuit court
Judge Reed entered up a judgment
in settling the business of the Pa-
ciucah Towing Company, which made
an assignment some months ago on
account of being unable to meet its
indebtedness in full. John Rock is the
the assignee of the towing company,
assignee of the towing company, and
the court directed him to pay ninety
per cent of the following claims out
of the $4,24.2.83 the assignee secur-
ed for the towboat Woolfolk which
he sold some months ago pursuant to
court orders; W. H. Snhroederi $770.-
16; John T. Rennie, $3; George
Hart and Sons Company, $16.60- J.
R. Smith estate, $7.1-1(); Langstaff-
Orm Manufacturing Company. $213.
33; West Kentucky Coal Company,
$1,040.94; Mississippi Valley Rail-
way and Dock Compauje $1455.15;
Jackson Foundry and Machine Com-
pany, $19.32; Thomas C. Potter, 97.-
27; Scott Hardware C3mpany, $6.83;
E. Farley and Son, $47.50; James W.
Jackson, $1,1e5.3o. Judgment for
these amoupts were given by the
court that adjudged a lien upon the
Vs oolfolk praceeds.
The court directed that the follow- the sums.
S. A. Morrison was given judgment
for a $60 balance upon a note.
against B. G. Wallace .
There was dismissed the suit of
George Diggs against Hattie Diggs.
The court ordered property sold in
the suit of E. P. Weaks against
Wlilie Weeks.
There was submitted to the judge
for decision the action of Henry Gall-
man against the Metropolitan Life
losuraoce Company. Gallman used
toe $132 claimed due on a policy
Dave Hellar transferred him before
death.
A divorce was given plaintiff in the




LAUNCH WITH MEN AND WO-
MEN ABOARD SWEPT IN-
TO NIAGARA RAPIDS.
Saved From a Plunge Over the Cat-
aract by the Anchor Catching
On a Rock.
claims to come out of the proceeds of
the sale of the Sir. Micheal, are to be
prorated equally, except that of
Campbell which is given priority
over all others, becanse it is for
wages. The judgeonents to be paid
cu • of the Woolfblk's proceeds, ar •
to be prorated equally also, none
having precedence over any other.
The court yesterday gave judg-
ment for, the following, but they
have no lien on the steamboats:
First National bank, $$io,o28.46;
Jake' Weil, $2,119; Herman Fried-
man. $3,130; Media:yes and Farmers
Savings Bank, $3,64o; Seibert Hale,
$162.75; City National diank, $1.5oo;
William Katterjohn and john Rock
executors of the George Rock estate,
$4.695.60; George C Wallace, 4645.-
6o; Waterways Journal, $19.6. At-
terneys Ross and Crice were allowed
a lawyers fee of $5oo, while Master
Comm'issioner Cecil Reed was allow-
ed $250 for his services.
Judgment was yesterday given the
Bank of Hazel against W. B. Smith
and wife, for $3,433.50, the judg-
ment to become effective not until
next January. Stock in corporations.







Willing to Vote Any Ticket That Is
Against the Bosses, Say
the Independents.
St. Louis, Oct. 18.---Eleven of the
fifteen candidates nominated by the
democratic city convention were in-
dorsed by the Citizen's Independent
party at a meeting in the First Pres-
byterian church, Sarah street and
Washington boulevard, last night.
Repbdiating bossism and advocat-
ing a clean, administration at • any
cost, about too of the prominent busi-
ness and professional men and clergy-
men of the city were present and
voiced their sentiments.
Spirited debates were indulged in.
and the result was that a pronounced
majority of the Democrats met with
the approval of the meeting when the
qualifications of the candidates were
set clearly forth
V. O. Saunders, manager of the In-
terstate Merchants' Association, was
elected permanent chairman and
manager of the campaign.
The following persons were elected
to the executive committee: W. A
Cann, chairman; W. D. Isenberg, W.
H. Priesmeyer, the Reverend W. B.
Palmore and the Reverend Henry
Gardner.
To Circulate Petitions.
The Reverend Samuel I Lindsay.
president of the Missouri Antisaloon
League, was elected chairman of a
committee, to be appointed by him
to arrange for the petitions which
will be filed with the ekction board
to have the names of the candidates
on the regular ticket.
A meeting of the committee will be
held in Me. Lindsay's office tomor-
row in the Burlington building, for
the purpose of distributing blank peti-
tions and collecting funds for the con-
duct of the campaign.
A mass meeting will be called in
a few days for the purpose of ratify-
ing the ticket.
The Republican candidates indorsed
are George H. Shields and George H.
William.. for circuit judge; Patrick
H. Clarke. for sheriff. pad John C
Bensicin for clerk of The court of
criminal correction
Purpose Discussed.
Before the names of candidates
were submitted by the nominating
committee, the meeting was addressed
by speakers, who outlined their views
M.P, R. U. ALLEN WILL BE•of the party's mission and prospects
HERE TO DELIVER TALK Nat G. Eaton, general organizer of
THIS EVENING. the American Federation of Labor
said there were zsocio registered
workingmen in St. Louis, who will
rote t' e independent ticket.
"Wle want an honest ticket," he
said We ask no favors. Wk want
to send men to Jefferson City who
will vote for the greatest good for
the biggest number, instead of the
greatest graft for the biggest grafter
We must and will down these bosses
and rings."
He Is Secretary of the Kentucky Pure
Food Commission, and All Are
Invited to Hear Him.
Mr. R. M. Allen, the secretary of
the Kentucky pure food commission.
will this evening at the county court
house deliver a lecture upon the pure
food law of this country, and the en-
tire public is cordially invited to hear
hint He is a very fine speaker, and
a man well posted upon this topic.
devoting it's entire time to the work.
A number of letters have been
mailed to the general public, stating
as follows regarding the coming
speech:
"You are hereby notified that MT.
R. M. Allen, secretary of Kentucry
pure food commission, will be in Pa-
ducah Friday, October to and has
very generously consented to deliver
an addrees to the retail grocers of
the cite at 7:30 o'clock at the county
court house, on the national pure food
law, its meaning. enforcement .and
penalties.
"You should not fail to he present
at this meeting, as the information
there desseminated may be of mate-
rial value to you in helping you to
comply with the new national law,
thereby saving yourself time, trou-
ble, and possible expense."
WESTERN ROADS .
tO REDUCE RATES
Spokane, Vklash., Oct. I8.—H. A.
Fairchild, chairman of the Washing-
ton state railway boatel, announces
that just as soon as the official re-
port is compiled and filed -with Gov.
Albert E. Mead, the board will take
of rates over the various lines in
Washington.
"The assessed valuation of the rail-
roads of Washington now reach $20,-
000,000," Mt. Fairchild said, "but that
does not cover more than one-sixth
.of the real amount. I believe the act-
ual value is nearer $ra5,000,o03. As
soon as we learn the cost of con- 
of the meat or whether or not the
structing, operating and all the other 
meat will be condemned. "What we
do in the matter Will depend entire-things which make up the railway
is 
.nels and 'brought the party safely
ashore. companies a fair profit for the capital SOTO' he said.
system we can fix rates as will net the 
ly upon the report of Chemist Sun-
'invested."
The alphabets of the various Ian-
Chicago wins the pennant in both- The postmaster at Oyster Bay
 no guages of the world vary from 12 to
the big A 
1 
gues, and thr last place in I doubt finds that lie has again 
enough 2o2 letters. That of the Hawaiian
both goes to Boston. Thug does pork leisure on his hands to read 
all the language has only 12 letters, while
win over beans.—Topeta Stile Jour- postal cards coming to the 
office.— that of the Tartars is at the other
sat. Washington Post. 
end of the list.
•
Another member strongly urged the
necessity of having a printed ticket
that would not require erzaure of
names.
He said:
"We are willing to vote any ticket
that is against the bosses, and if we
can crystalize the sentiment here to-
night we will sweep the city and hitthe bosses a blow that they won't re-
cover from in years.
Visitors who have stood on the
bridge near the American falls and
those who have stood in the old
tower on the brink of the grand falls
at Niagara before the. old landmark
was destroyed by caving in and be-
ing plunged into the cataract below.
can have some appreciation of the
grightdalness of the corning unotat
atructed the enormous volume of wa-
ter confronting them, says the Hen-
derson Journal They can form an
idea of the danger there is to a boat
losing its control and drifting in the
rapids above. The mere thought of
such a sight is sufficient to imbue
one with the horrors. A naphtha
launch containing a party of six men
and women was swept into the rapids
and within a half-mile of the brink
of the falls late Monday. night. They
v.-erc saved from a plunge over the
cataract by Albert Greenwood of
Chippewa, Ont., who brought them
ashore in his launch.
The, party consisted of Capt.
B. Lentz, Mrs. Lentz, Mrs.Charles
Chapphan and-daughter, Dr. C. Wk
Clendan and Engineer James Her-
schel. Capt. Lentz lost his bearings
in the dark and struck a bar, smash-
ing the launch's rudder and' leaving
the little boat helpless. The first an-
chor chain snapped and the boat
started down the river in the seven-
teen-mile current. The seciond an-
dhor dragged along the bottom of 1*
river for some time.
The occupants of the boat franti-
cally called for help. Nothing could
be done for them. The second an-
chor finally caught on a ledge near
the Canadian shore and within sound
of the falls.
Capt Lentz finally attracted atten-
tion from the shore by using the
launch's flashlight. Word was sent
to Albert Greenwood, owner of a
small steam launch, who volunteered
to attempt the rescue. He made two
trips through the tangerous chan-
5.000 AAMOUR HAMS SEIZED
Action by Cincinnati Meat Inspector
Follows Series of Complaints.
Cincinnati, 0., Oct. 18.—Five
thousand pounds of ham in the Ar-
mour & Co. warehouse supposed to
be unfit has been seized by Chief
Meat Inspector Good. Ten thousand
pounds of the ham have already been
sold in Cincinnati, the 5,000 pounds
seized being the last of a shipment
from the East St. Louis plant of the
company on Sept. 24.
Complaints have conic to the
health department from different
biachers in Cincinnati that the hams
in the first lot were not fit for use
and that cutsomers were returning
them, saying the meat was bad. In-
Spector Good procured samples of the
meat and turned them over to City
Chemist Samson, who will make a
up the matter of a general reductai.r1'thorough examination of them and
will probably submit his report
tomorrow. The hams have become
"sore" as it is known in the trade,
according to Dr. Good. To the eye
they appear all right.
Dr. Good has refused to state how




OUT OF THE FOUR APPLYING
ONE HAS BEEN AC-
CEPTED,
Sailor Cannot Refrain From Making
Himself Believe the Stories
of the Sea.
So far only four applicants have
been exarrined at the navy recruiting
office and only one accepted, the
other three being rejected for physi-
cal reasons. The one enlisted was
W. H. Fomao, 9ao North Eighth
street.
A Fish Story.
While the reporter for the register
was in the navy recruiting office, one
of the enlisted men attached to the
party was asked by an applicent for
enlistment if be had ever been on the
Paducah.
"Hare I ever been on the Padu-
cah? Well, I guess I have, and she
is one of the finest ships in the navy.
was serving on her some weeks
ago, and we were cruising down
around Cuba We had bees around
the island, and had been ordered to
Key West for the purpose of coaling
ship. While off the coast some miles
we ran into a school of sharks. 1,
wirh some of my shipmates, rigged up
the shark hook, with the intention of
catohing some of them if possible.
had the hook over the stern, the ship
was making about fifteen or eigh-
teen knots an hour The hook was
baited with a choice bit of salt pork,
and had no sooner struck the water,
than it was grabbed by a shark, the
vtry largest in the school, and there
were fully fifty of the brutes after
that same piece of pork. He took it
so suddenly that the jerk puffed riie
overboard, and before I laiew what
had happened I found no :elf right
in the middle of the whole bunch. I
let go of the line and drew my sheath
knife, making a lunge at the shark
nearest to me The point of ray knife
struck a vital part, and t`7e monster
rolled over on his back de d. To my
surprise the rest of the sharks left
me and made for their dead mate.
The water was dashed and churned
to a learn by the sharles .is they each
endeavored to get a p ece of the
dead shark. It was only a moment
when the last of him had disappeared
and they once more turned and made
for me. I saw that my ..nly chance
for life was to kill the whole bunch.
As they came toward ms. I selected
the largest and as he came to me
with a rush I plunged my knife into
his glistening side. aril the rolled
over on his back dead. The rest of
the sharks proceeded .as before and
in a moment the last of him was
gone Back came the whole bunch
after me. I killed anot!•er; the same
thing happened again This I kept up
until I was almost exhausted. I
counted the sharks, and found onfy
three remained. I managed to kj11
one of them, the other two imme-
diately ate him, then turned their at-
tention to me. I killed one of them,
his -mate-turned and, quicker than
it takes to sell it, he had him eaten.
I was in depsair; as he came toward
me I jumped high out of the water.
at the same time giviras a quick up-
per stroke with my km e. and I com-
pletely severad his 1'. ad from his
oody. And what do iu think hap-
pened? I'm blest if the head did not
turn and eat its ownbody.
"Yes, the Paducah i: a crack litti.
ship."
GET FIRST CLEW TO SILVEIRA
Fugitive Cuban Stopped at Curacao,
off Venezuela, or Ott. 7.
New York. Oct. 18 --The steam-
.ship Carmelina, w:th Manuel Silve-
ou the Cuban banker, whose recent
d;sappezrance from Havana was sail
to have brought about the failure of
Ceballoc & Co., his wife and two
children, steamed into Curacao, just
off the coast of Venezuela, a week
ago last Sunday. according to Cap-
tain Bennett and several passengers
of the steamship Zulia, which reach-
ed here today.
H. B. Chase, who ieturned on the
Zulia from La Guayra, said the Car-
melina put into Curacao early on
Sunday, Oct. 7.
"I was curious enough to look up
the Carmelina's passenger list," said
Mr. Chase, "and I found the names
of Silveira, his wife and two -other
Silverias, presumably children. I was
told that they landed at Curacao, say-
ing that they were going to New
York, probably on the Zulla. I learn-
ed that they shortly afterward went
to Porto Cabello.
"Nobacba 'aid much attention to
the a" said Mr. Chas, 'be-
caw- non of us knew anything
ab t Ira or his connection with
the failure of Ceballog & Co."
Unkind persons have suggested
that the safety appliance law should




for mine awn ieff, sisters, I'd
have a contented cook than
it over Cathay.
ITT US SEND YOU THIS
WONDERFUL BUCK'S HOT
BLAST HEATER ON THIRTY
DAYS' FREE TRIAL.
IT IS A 'I RULY MARVELOUS STOVE. IT PRODUCES
THE SAME AMOUNT OF HEAT FROM SLACK AT $1.23
PER TON THAT AN OREINARY STOVE PRODUCES
FROM THE BEST OF LUMP COAL AT $3.so PER TON,
AND IT IS AS BEAUTIFUL AND CLEANLY AS A BASE
BURNER. LET US TELL YOU MORE ABOUT THIS
STOVE AND THIS THIRTY DAY FREE 1 RIAL OFFER
iza-tia-it6 NORTH FOURTH ST., PADUCAH. KY.
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND DENTIST.
Graduate fr.= Veterinary school (Paris, Prance) also
Ontario Veterinary school and Detroit Dental college. Charter member of
the Ohio Veterinary Medical Association. Will heat scientifically with the
basso improved inventions and up to date treatment of all diseases of
domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT AND DAY





Laws Send Lizzie to Jail
Presidenit Roosevelt Has
Pardoned Her.
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. t8. .ittle
Lizzie Cardish. of tanned face and
arms, won't go to prison for life
for burning the Keshena Indian
school.
.But she's going to the reform
school until she knows, better Then
she will be free to live her care-free
life again. A United States judge
doesn't thick she will burn any more
schools.
Lizzie is an Indian girl of 15. Stia.
has passed all of her life on a Wis-
consin reservation. But she didn't
like it. She pined for a change of
scene. First she wanted to go to
Carlisle. But the cmmissioner
wouldn't allow her. He told her to
stay in the school at Keshena.
S Lizzie thought the best way to
get to Carlisle would be to burn the
Keshena schbl. She did it.
With another Indian girl, Louise
LaMotte, she clambeied into the
building and set the fire. It cost the
government $75,000 to replace it. But
Lizzie didn't care. She is an Indian.
When an Indian hates he burns. Liz-
zie hated the sdhool. She burned it.
First off she was arrested, but be-
cause of a faulty indictment she was
released. But the next grand jury
fixed it and Lizzie C,ardish was sen-
tenced to prison for life. She took
all the blame fot the burning.
Under the Indian laws imprison-
ment for life was the only punish-
ment for the Indian girl. No sooner
had sentenee been pronounced when
the officers of the court asked for
her pardon, or at least a commutation
of sentence. Now it has been grant-
ed by President Roose:velt and Liz-
zie will leave the awful Port Leaven-
worth prison.
• 
Blame the'government if you dis-
cover any ptomaine in your system.
CUBA SWEPT BY
Tt.KRIFIC STORM
Communication With Island Broken,
But Last Advice, Showed Dam-
ase Was Being Wrought,
New York, Ott. t8.—Cable com-
munication with Havana, which was
interrupted late last night, had not
been restored at 9 o'clock today.
The break was undoubtedly caused
Ly a severe storm which swept, over
Cuba, and which was discovered by
the Havana operator just before
communication was lost, having
reached cyclonic prop3rtions.
Press dispatches received early last
n•ght stated that the hurricane with
rain, prevailed in the Cuban capital,
and that the United States troops 'n
Camp Colombia were much discom-
moded. Later the Havana operator
-told Key West that the storm had in-
creased in fury, and that the storm
'.vas leveling the inland wireg lead-
ing from the cable hut. Then followed
n entire break in telegraphic com-
munication, and up to 8 o'ckink this
morning the wire cannection had not
been restored.
It is more than likely that the
storm has caused damage in Havana
and its vicinity.
Key-West early this morning re-
ported that a heavy rain and wind-
storm had reached the Florida coast.
1 The Educational institute of Scot-land, at its annual meeting in -Edin-
burgh, adopted a proposal to raise
a fund of $to,000 to enable the in-
stitute to nominate a representative
of the teaching profeseio?rfor parlia-
ment. .
I Charles Edward Magoon, who has
been made provisional governor of
'
Cuba, was born in Minnesota in ti861,
and after a farm bringing up in that
state worked his way through the
















OF A RACE CONFLICT
C BIED—Negro Professor's Idea o mine. But the professor is mistak-
i a Race Conflict. .  en in his assertion that the "magic
William Edward Burghardt D•ti of the word white is broken." The
Bois, professor of economics and his- Caucasian is still uppermost in the
tory in the Atlanta university, is world's affairs, his aggressiveness is
classed as a colored man, but his ap- as marked as ever and there is no
Apearance makes evident his very sign of decay of his powers. The
4trong white reinforcement, says the Russo-Japisn episode counts for no
Nashville Banner. He is a man of more in the twentieth century tha
n
II:narked intelligence and is possessed did the conquest of Russia by the
bf a literary style that few men of Tartars in the fifteenth century. I
t
• any 
race in America can excel. Hr is not necessary that "forge and fear"
was born and reared in Massachusetts mark the white's attitude toward th
e
and educated at Fisk university and colored race, nor has it done so in
at Harvard, besides studying abroad. much greater 4grec than
 was neces-
Nis book, "The Souls of Black sary in dealin,g with savage primitive
'Folks, attracted much attention, and people, "halfi devil and half chil
d."
that ae(t. ot!ler of hi,s writings hive "Frictolihip and free
dom" arc corn-
betrayed a rankling infelicity because mendable and no Christian people
lof the restrictions imposed by his ne- should depart from that rule,
 but the
gro descent. white blood must remain 
inviolate
Prof. Du Bois ha-s an article in the and the white rule, when 
any two
Current number of Collier's Weekly races are in direct conflict, wil
l re-
induced by the recent Atlanta riots, main supreme.
in which he takes a very broad view
ttif what is called the race problem, COLONEL..TODHUNT
ER.
and indulges a prophecy which is in-
teresting, though both improbable His Comm-ants Reported for Post
-
and remote. lie asserts that the ques- Dispatch by Riple
y D.
tion presented by race conflict is by Saunders.
no means confined to the South; that
the color line belts the earth and is
lithe problem of the twentieth cen-
tury." Continuing, he says:
"The tendency of the great nations
of the day it territorial, political and
economic expansion, but in every case
this has brought them in contact with
darker people, s'o that we have today
England, France, Holland, Beelgittm,
Italy. Portugal and the United States
in close contact with brown and
black peoples, and Russia and Au-
stria in contact with the yellow. The
older idea was that the whites would
eventually displace the native races
and inherit their lands, but this idea
has been rudely shaken in the increase
of American negroes, the experience
of the English in Africa, India and the
West Indies and the development of
South America. The policy of expan-
sion.• then, simply means world prob-
lems of the color line The color
question enters into European impe-
rial politics and floods our continents
from Alaska to Patagonia.
"This is not all. Since 732, when
Charles Martel beat back the Saracens
at Tours, the white race% have had
the hegemony of civilization—so far
as that 'white' and 'civilized' have be-
come synonomons in every-day
speech; and men have forgot where
civilization started. For the first
time in .1 thousand years a great white
nation has measures arms with a col-
ored nation and has been found want!"
log The Russo-Japanese war hes
marked an epoch. The magic of the
word 'white' is already broken, and
the color line in civilization has been
crossed in modern times as it v..ae
In the great past. The awakening
of 0,e yellow races is certain. That
the awakening of the brown and black
races will follow in time, no unpreju-
diced etudent of history can doubt.
Shall the awakening of these sleepy
millions be in accordance with, and
aided by, the genet ideals of white civ-
ilization, or in spite of them and
against them? This is the problem of
the csnlor line Force and fear have
hitherto marked the white attitude
toward the darker races; shall thre
continue or be replaced by freedom
and friendship?'
The colored races everywhere have
been mightily encouraged by the suc-
cess of the Japanese in their conflict
with Russia, but when some of them
have shown the capacity for self-ele-
vation evinced by the Japanese as
well a: military prowess, there will be
greater hope for their case. Japen
awakened with the first real contact
with outside civilizatioa and rose rap-
idly to the requirements of an ad-
vanced age, while other colored races
have been for centuries under the in-
fleece of both the missionary and
commercial spirit of the civilized
world withotit learning anything but
its vices. Civilization has been beat-
ing on. Central Africa since the days
of the pharaohs without making any
Impression,
state and wake its people up to a real-
The Japanese in their long isola- 
ization of thier cladblamed foolish-
don were still in a manner civilized.
They had art, letters. government.
manufactures and agriculture. Their
condition was not to be compared
with that of the African savage.
Their's was a ease of arrested devel-
opment, and they have shown a ca-
pacity for improvement Prhen nap
portunity offered.
The black man tiss never p.!•
• ,any evidence of being possessed of
the qualities that have been for ages
-demonstrated by the yellow rare, and
whatever excuse for apprehension
there may be in the supposed "yellow
perirl," no aggressive attack, on white
supremacy—using the phrase as it ap-
plies to conditions in the world at
large—can be rationally expected from
'Central Africa. The "awakening of
the brown and black men" which
Prof. Du Bois prophesies, is too re-
mote a contingency to he considered
as a factor in the advance or overt
throw of modern civilization. Still,
the professor is right in the assertion
that race conflict is a world pooblem.
'All Europe, as well as America,
brougbt to deal in some form with
"the lesser breeds." Tt is a condi-
tiott rather than a problem and one
which mast be left to time to deter-
"Well, suh, said Col. Thurs. T. Tod-
hunter, regretfully, "although I'm now
a good Missourian, and proud as a
peacock of being an adopted son of
this imper'al commonwealth, I just
naturally take a side look at how
things are going in old Kentucky ev-
ery now and then—and I'll be dad-
blared if. the present situation there
am n t enough to bring tears to the
eyes of a mummy, sub.
"Whiskey, suh, is figuring in Ken-
tucky politics these days in a way
tied fairly makes rise wonder if th,
old Bluegrass state ain't sorter losing
her grip and getting down to the level
of other less favored communities in
this great and now certainly indivis-
ible union of our'n, suh. It ain't that
Col. Thurs. T. Todhu.nted has any
rooted constitutional or moral ob-
jections to whiskey prperly figuring
in politics—I'll be dadfrazzled if I
haven't seen it wrest many a Demo-
cratit victory from the very jaws of
defeat in the good old times, suh—
but when things in Kentucky reach
a point where a statesman is afraid
to mention even the word 'whiskey'
without apologizing and washing his
mouth out with water, suh, and whcn
he dodges into the side door of a bar-
rorn instead of, the frqnt for fear
somebody might see him seeklog ora-
torical inspiration, sub, then, dog my
cats, I believe it's time to call a halt,
sub. It ain't Kentucky no longer,
sub—and I could weep bitter tears at
the thought that maybe the old Ken-
tucky of Col. Thurs. T Todhunter's
palmy days is departed, suh, never to
return, as the poet says.
"Why, suh, it seems incredible, and
it's as deplorable as it is incredible,
but four-fifths of the state of Ken-
tucky is now prohibition, sub—actual-
ly presuming by law to keep a gen-
tleman from buying a drink when-
ever and wherever he happens to feel
dry. suh, and forbidding the sale ol
Kentucky's once proudest product pre-
cisely as if it was poison instead of
the nectar of the gods, sub. And not
only that, suh—here's Gov. Beckha-n
for the United States senate, and
and Senator McCreary making a race
what is considered the most damn-
ing charge that can be brought against
'em, sub, each one of 'ern dodging
and ducking away from the charge as
if it was grape and canister, with a
few dynamite sticks thrown in for
good measure, sub? Why, suh, noth-
ing more nor less than that they rep-
resent the whiskey interest, suh—an
interest that has made great Ken-
tuckians from, time immemorial, and
whose product, stile more than any
other one thing, accounts for the fact
that any Kentucky gentleman stand-
ing less than six feet in his socks
and weighing less than 2oo pounds
is considered a physical runt, still.
"I tell you. suh, Kentucky's in a
bad way, and sometimes I'm tempted
to return to the old Bluegrass state
nese suh. Kentucky ashamed of the
product that has made her great and
Famous. soh? Kentucky a prohibition
state and proud of that disgraceful
fact, suh? It well-nigh breaks the
heart of Col. Thurs. T. Todhunter to
think so—and it takes about four stiff
whiskey toddies to make him face such
a situation, sub, without imitating
the example of JO?), casting ashes on




Dam Kelly, the sensational sprint-
er of the University of Oregon, who
did too yards in 9 3-5 seconds in Spo-
kane last spring, has been invited to
go to Berkeley, Cal., to compete in
the handicap field meet by the Uni-•
versity of California October 27. 'Kel-
ly is to be pitted against 011ie Snech-
gar, who is declared by Walter Chris-
tie, trainer for the California univer-
sity. to he the swiftest runner in the
United States. Kelly writes to friends
in Spokane that if he 'can get Into ,,eounty
ley meet. terest 111011,8011close, he will participate at the Berke-
committee, who was treasurer
shape by October 22, when entries for two full terms at a time when
the treasury had large sums on in-





Republicans Are Holding Nightly
Meetings, Which 'is Evident of
Their Scare.
At 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon a
meeting will be held by the subcom-
mittee of five chosen by the county
democratic committee for purpose of
aesignating the officers who are to
serve at each elect;on precincts in
tlie city and county for the state pri-
mary to be held November 6fh, the
same day pf the general election. The
committee consists of Mann Clark,
Lee D. Potter, William Yancey,
Coati Johnson and W. S. Purdon.
Last week, when the county demo-
cratic committee met to name the
officers to serve at each voting pre-
cinct, th precinct committeemen pres-
tot submitted four names each, the
names of these to be the four elec-
tion officers serving at the prininct
of the committeemen submitting the
names. Many of the committeemen
were not present last week to sub-
mit nomes for their precinct, so it
was decided that these absentees
could send in their fists of. names by
tomorrow afternoon to the sub-com-
mittee of five. This committee
meets at 2 o'clock tomor. w at the
office of County Aftorney Alben
Barkley and will oficially declare the
sebmitted names to be those of the
officers in charge of the respective
preeincts.
Republicans Scared.
The republinans of this city must
realize they are "up against it" in the
caming election, because every night
the party campaign committee and
a large number of the republican
kaders are fielding meetings at the
Builders' A•sociation rooms on
South Fourth street. They are out-
lining their policy of campaign and
by the unusual stir in their ranks 't
is very plain that they realize their
coming defeat and are making a last
desperate struggle to retain the city
offices to which they have been elect-
edj the past yet:: or two by the demo
c-ats who got disgusted with the
democrats then in office, and decided
a change was best.
OLD PIONEER
TAKES UP HOMESTEAD
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 28.—Samuel
Lewis. a distant relative of Capt. Mer-
iweather Lewis. who, with William
Clark. pas.ced, through the Northwest
more than too years ago, a pioneer
89 years of age, who followed a
schooner across the plains from Indi-
ana to California in I848-9, has just
proved up on a homestead in Idaho.
sn miles southeast of Spokane, near
the spot where lie took part in the
Nez Perce war more than forty years
ago. His claim is t6o acres on the
OCCUPIES GREATER PORTION
OF DAY AT COLORED
CONFERENCE.




The greater portion of the second
day's session of the Colored Meth-
odist Episcopal Conference was tak-
en up in hearing the reports of the
ra St ors.
The Hopkinsville district, of which
Rev. J. M. Tate is, presiding elder,
reported ninety-two per cent of all
assessments paid. Rev. T. J. Mop-
pins, pastor of Freeman Chapel, Hop-
kirsville, reported ninety-nine per
cent of all claims paid.
The Princeton district, Rev. M. I.
Warfield, presiding elder reported
rinety-four per cent of all claims
paid. The women of Massey's Chap-
el, under the leadership of the pastor,
Rev. J. W. Bell, presented the con
ference ;so, the first donation to-
wards the rebuilding of the girl's
dormitory of Lane College, at Jack-
son, Tenn.
Rev. R. D. Stout, D. D., general
secretary of the board of church ex-
tension, represented his work making
a detailed report of the operations
of the board. The report showed
n-ore than $7000 raised, out of
which is poor churches have been
wholly built or paid for.
Dr. W. B. West, of Dallas, Tex.,
general secretary of the Mission So-
ciety, delivered the principal address
to a congregation of about aoo peo-
ple last night on the work of the
Missionary Society. Among other
things he said: "A man who is di,
he:nest enough not to pay his debts,
is pretty apt to be unsound in
nearly every pursuit of life into
which he nay enter. A man who
takes your money ,who takes what
is necessary to sustain you and
your family and refuses' to pay it,
actually takes your life blood.
"The man who owes you must pay
you. The law of the land comes to
your rescue Why not then give
unto the Lord what is due him? We
owe it to the cause and to the
church which we represent to take
care of the missions and the mission
aty ;reaches-% in the rural communi-
ties. The country pr‘acher does far
more to make our pecple good chris-
win citizens than on would think."
EDITOR KEELEY GETS Ss000
FOR CAPTURING STENSLAND
Chicago. Oct 18 —The Chicago
Clearing /rouse association today
sent to James Keeley. managing edi-
tor of the Chicago Tribune, a check
for Solos. the amount of the reward
offered by the association for the cap-
ture of Pan! 0. Stensland, the former
president of the Milwaukee Avenue
State hank, oho was arrested in Tan-
gier, and who is now serving a sen-
Clearwater river, within a mile of tence in the penitentiary at Joliet.
Spalding. foinided by Dr H. II Spald- Thrf check was given by M. Kee-
jug. a mission:sty. eighty years ago. I Icy to the Tribune, and at once turn-
Mr. Lewis has lived on the frontier
since his boyhood days and he claims
the distinction of packing the first
load of provisions to the settlers at
Pierce City after Chief Josepls and
his followers went through to Mon-
tana on the Lobo trail, after the set-
tlement had been shut off from the
outside world for months.
"I am going to settle down." said
Mr. Lewis while in Spokane a few 
to the taxpayers of Cook county of
days ago. "and I will devote the rest
the total amount expended in the un-
dertalong, which amounted to another
of my life to showing the people of
the East .and Middle West that this $5000
.
part of the Spokane district is rich in ---
agricultural and horticaltural possi-
bilities." 
A
ed over to the receiver of the bank
to be included among the assets, and
ultimately distributed among the de-
positors.
In addition to sending this check to
the receiver of the bank the Tribune,
which bore the entire expense inci-
dent to the Pnrsuit, capture and re-




This depends entirely on tke
selection of tie Corset.
For this reason we selected a complete
In. of this celebrated make of Corsets,
which we have just placed on sale. The
w 'oh lave just arrived excel all
pre .1, ors en •cesses, and constitute the high.
to: ooes..eree. et in the art of Corset Making
If you t.r.A p irtjel to a medium priced Cor-
Some Interesting Plays
There are some interesting plays FOR FIFTY YEARS
on the political checkerboard in Car-
roll county these days. Jesse Mar-
tn. the Democratic candidate for
county treasnrer, has just announc-
ed with a grand flourish of- trumpets “ • • Pt
that if elected he will turn every dol-
lar %f interest on the public funds
'Tito the county treasury. The
Deiphi Journal. owned /by Congress-
man Landis, and the latter % private
secretary, V. L. Ricketts, informs ,
him in a peppery editorial that he have been famous throughput the
could not do anything else and keep world for models of excelle
ncy and
out oe jail as the next Republican; graceful effect.
legislatere will meet within ten days, Thc.e is one essential feature o
f
after the Carrot county treasurer tile toilet that no woman dare
takes office, and under a law, which sight—
it will enact, he will !ton over OS
interest on the funds or hisliondsm The Fit of Har Gown.
will. The humor of the situation is,
further increased by the fact that
during the last twelve years the
county treasurer's office has been
held by Democrats, some of whom
have waked wealthy by loaning the
county fonds and drawing interest
thereon, and the malt who left the
office with more profit in his jeans set, v,,t3 -13 .3:ot ao better than to try one,
than any of his pvedeceSsors is nobe "loci,' at  * I 
.00other than J4111, McCormick, the Satisfaotion guaranteed.
present cffiairerita of the Democratic







He and Ms Profiler Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY





RES iDilltdC111 PHONE 3,1
lh est Continuous Honest
PAWN BOKER
D g business in the city. Money Loaned
On All Valuables.
I • COHEN
zo6 SOUTH SEC ON D.
811.1111b2.6=magmumenamems10111111111610 4.
Quy Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUY NANCE & SON
UNDERT:arkkg-iNIMMIIALIKERS
White Ambulance tor sick and injnreVnly
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street






Mace 306 Broadway Phowes:Office 385—Residence 1696
e Fever
Season
Plitas few sorrows for ds• resider* wtsama horse is equipped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing









FACI`LITTES FOR HAMMING 11,3110301TT, MACHIN.
EMT /OM NOUSIBITOLD GOOD&
ormca BleCOND AND MOP ROI. BOTH PHON116.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
Abram L. Weil de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam 'Boiler-
Campbell 13lock.










At Register Building, 
523 Broadway




ROBERT S. WILHELM, 
Secretary
•
Entered at the Postedfice of Paa
du-
calk Ky.. se second-class mail
 matter.
One Year  
Itiat Miciadis  
moot ageathis
One Week  
fauing to receive this paper
ly should report the matter t
o
Thei Register Office at on
ce. Tele
phone Cumberland at&
Friday Morning, October ig, 1
9,6.
Enforcing the Law.
It is an easy matter to 
enforce the
law if the officers charged 
with their
et torcement will only perf
Oratilii*
sworn duty. There is no pow
er equal
to the law. The troubl
e is with the
officers, many of whom 
seem to
think it their business to 
permit law-
brakers to have free rein 
and to do
as they please. The 
Louisville Post
in complaining of 
conditions in that
city shows how simple
 it is to en-
force the law if the 
officers will only
do their duty and 
points to how It





games open in fifty 
different places,
with the race track 
gamblers a law
unto themselves, our peo
ple ask how
such matters are dealt with
 elsewhere.
Here is a dispatch from 
New Vork
city, showing what the 
governor of
New York is doing.
Nearly every gambling ho
use and
poolroom in Manhanttan and 
the
Bronx closed. The doors went
 shut
without question when the word 
went
Out that keeping open meant 
immed-
iate raids under orders of Gov.
 Hig-
gins
Some gambling house keepers say
they were called on by men who said
they represented Gov. Higgins, but
It is said that their visitors came from
nearer home and carried a message
that the governor was behind a moves
anent to raid every place kept open.
That Gov. Higgins has been at work
has been no secret for some time.
Then there is Maryland, with laws
her officers are anxious to enforce.
Saturday last this dispatch came from
Baltimore:
Marshal Earnan and the board of
police commissioners have perfected
plans by which they expect this city
to be "dry" on Sundays hereafter.
There will be no more raiding or
holding up of patrons leaving saloons.
is to be put up to the police-
meat
The plan which will be put into
effect tomorrow will be a kind of
espionage that will be kept upon the
saloons by the police themselvv.
They will watch saloons suspected of
doing a Sunday business The police
commissioners will not proceed di-
recto!, *Orin the saloons, but the
p9hArnen on whose posts they are
situated will be taken before the
board if they do not report them. The
prosecution, as far as can be learned
from the heads of the police depart-
ment, will follow later.
- It seems there are more ways than
one of enforcing law. The power
of the state is greater than the pow-
er 01 any lawless comisination, provid-
ed it is once put in motion by officers
who recognize no higher crbligation
tissn their obligations to the law.
Lexington has her own way of
checking the g-ambling evil. The race
track gambling is supposed to hold
the breeding interests, but the evils
Ifft Seen to exceed any ultimate en-
couragement the race tracke give to
the breeding of fine stock. The pool-
room, is the feature • that works the
greatest mischief and Lexington evi-
dently intends to Itamp them out.
The proceedings in that city -against
the pod-rooms are described in this
dispatch:
The jury Saturday evening brought
a verdict of thirty days in jail and
$500 fine against Claude Brownell,
owner of the building in which one
of the Lexington pool-rooms is, al-
faired to'- be located, and a fine of
$54ao against the Phoenix Hotel Com-
pany, on whose premises, it claimed
the other pool-room is operated. This
is the first time in many years that
a jail penalty has been given the
owner of the premises on which a
podl-room itooperated. No action has
yet 'beefy taken against the managers
of the pool-rooms. Fines of $25o
each were assessed Saturday against
persons who had conducted crap
ganVeS.
Here are reports from widely separ-
ated cornmuhities, showing that when
the authorities are determined to en-
force the law, the men who violate
the law must yield.
Revolution of Saloon License.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
lf the City council, in its cau
cus
Monday night, reached the agree-
ment, as has been stated to the In-
quirer, to "evoke the license of 
any
saloon keeper convicted _in court of
having violated the Suittlay closin
g
law, it will prove the most effective
means that could be adopted for
clamping the jid on in Owensboro
v.'ith a bang and for keeping it on
good and tight. Whenever the sa-
loonkeeper understands that the law
is going to be enforced without
equivocation and without partiality,
he is going to obey the law and close
his business on Sunday just the same
as other people in other lines of
business are required to do, and just
as others do without a determined
efort to defy the law and those whose
duty it is to enforce it. Let the
council stand- pat on that position
and within a remarkably short time
the most. lawless saloonkeeper in
Owensboro will not dare to defy the
law.
• Good Roads and Rural Mails.
b asusosocad that the govern-
ment vi ill look more carefully to the
enforcemeet of its rule regarding the
road-s over which rural free delivery
is established. The present require-
ment is: "Roads taversed shall be
kept in good condition and unob-
structed by gates; there mpst be no
unbridged creeks or streams not ford-
able at all seasons of the year." In
many cases the residents along pro
-
posed routes have made improve-
ments that enable them to obtain ru
-
ral delivery service, but sometimes
the efforts to keep up the roads are
relaxed. But the government has de-
cided that unless the roads traveled
by the c..rriers are properly ma
in-
tained the service will be withdrawn
.
The postoffice department now calls
on the carriers for reports on the
roads, and will stop the service where
the highways in question are bad.
The 35.973 rural delivery carr
iers
now employed cover 863.363 miles
daily, and it is unreasonable to ex-
pert them to contend with neglected,
roads, or to work for communities
lacking the enterprise to keep thei
r
common ,highways in decent shape.
Wherever a route is discontinued the
in'habitants themselves will be to
blame for it, if alive to their o
wn
interests and their dutly to the pub-
lic they would give their roads vig-
orous and constant attention. The
idea that a route once authorized is
necessarily permanent is a mistake.
Advice on the best road,. rnothods ia
supplied by the agricultu41ativart-
latent, and a neighborhood that loses
its rural delivery must itself. bear the
discredit for so unpleasant and hu-
miliating an event —R F. D. hiews
Farmers' Institute on Wheels.
The Illinois Central and Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley railroads have been
doing some very valuable work dur
-
ing the past ten days, in operatin
g a
special train over their line, in Mis-
sissippi and Louisiana to increase the
interest in diversified farming in those
states.
This train was run in co-operatio
n
with the Agricultural and Mechanical
college of Mississdppi; agricu
ltural
experiment 'station of Mississip
pi;
Cotton Growers' association of 
Mis-
sissippi; department of agriculture 
and
commerce of Mississippi; departmen
t
of agriculture and immigrati
on d
Louisiana and the agricultural e
xper-
iment station of Louisiana.
Representatives of these institutions
and state departments, together
 with
the industrial departments of 
these
two railroads accompanied th
is train,
and stops were made along the 
route
where the farmers had been 
notified
tint talks would be mode on 
some
practical feature in farming. At 
some
places public were obtai
ned and
the addresses were made in t
he even-
ing. the admission in all. cases 
being
free, at other points seats we
re pro-
vided in the cars.
• NICE PROMOT
ION.
Mr. Joseph Walker Made 
Division
Mechanical Foreman — Marshall
Jones Made Stenographer.
Foreman Joseph Walker of 
the
roundhouse here for the Illinois 
Cen-
tral, has been made general 
foreman
of the mechanical department for 
the
Nashville and Evansville divis
ion
with headquarters at Pritteeton. 0 A.
Garber is acting foreman here un
til
a permanent appointment is made.
Marshall Jones has been named
stenographer for Master Mechanic
Turnbull to take the place of Joseph
Ryburn, who resigned to take a
place with the Avery Wheel Company
of Chicago.
FINED FOR FIGHTING.
Minnie Davidson and T. W. Bolen
Assessed Penalty.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Minnie Davidson and T. W. Bolin
were both fined $25 and costs on the
charge of ngaging in a fight down
in "Tie Can Alley" while both were
in an intoxicated condition.
H. H. Jones was fined $25 and costs




THAT IS THE WAY THE ALDERMEN LAS
T NIGHT TREATED
THE ADVANCE MADE BY C liARLEY WHEELE
R FOR THE
CITY TO LET THE TELEPHONE CONTROV
ERSY BE COM-
PROM IISED—CITY ENGINEER REPOR
TS IT WILL COST
EACH PROPERTY OWNER INSIDE THE N
EW SEWER DIS-
TRICT ABOUT $1.411 FRONT FOOT—PROBAB
LE EXPARTE
SUITS TO SETTLE THE KENTUCKY AV
ENUE AND JEF-
FERSON STREET STORM SEWER QUESTI
ON.
James Glauber was named by the
tnayor as a member of the city
board of supervisiors, to take the
place made vacant by death of Mr.
I. G. Caldwell
Last year when the city took up
the question of laying storm water
sewers on Jefferson and Kentucky
avenue from First to Ninth. abutting
Property owners protested ,and lodg-
ed written protests with the city to
see if an exparte suit shall be filed
by the city to determine whether the
property owners can be made to pay
foi the sewers. the matter was re-
ferred to the finance commtitee
The finance committee was given
power to act in the matter Where the
Central Coal and Iron com-
pany agrees to furnish feu'
to all city departments, ex-
cept the lightplant. for it cents per
bushel for lump, and to cents per
bushel for nut. This same committee
was given power to act as regards
closing contracts for feed stuff for the
city horses and mules. Hawkins &
Son agree to furnish oats at 42 cents
per bushel, timothy at 95 cents, corn
at 53 cents until November 1st. and
43 cents from then until January.
Bradley agrees to furnish timothy at
85 cents, bran at 93 3-4 cents, oats at
42 1-2 cents, No. a corn at 52 cents
and yellow corn at so cents.
The street car company was or-
dered to move its abandoned rails and
ties on Trimble between Eleventh and
Twelfth streets.
The street ow company was given
permission to use the city's street
roller to roll the streets from
whence is taken the rails rid ties of
the abandoned thoroughfar c given up
by the car company, whic!! is to pay
the operating qnsuises oi the roller
for the time OH, and I rep it in
good repais..
Second adaptioh was ven the or-
dinance prohibiting -..et shops"
from operating in thi, city aftef
January 1st.
initial adoption was g:yea the IOW
calling for graveling Boy•I from Sat h
to Seventh street
Second adoption was given the
measure providing ior concrete side-
walks on Sixth from Tennessee t
o
Norton.
The fire committee eat given au-
thority to build "dry %%Noses" behind
the fire department station houses, so
the 'hose can be dried out after being
use at a conflagration.
The Paducah Distilleries company
of 128 South Third, was refined a
quart and gallon . liquor license
License Inspector Lehnhard informed
the board this company had taken out
a wholesale liquor license, but refused
to give bond on the ground the ordi
-
nance did not require surety The
aldermen and solicitor decided the
ordinance did compel execution of
bond, and directed the license inspec-
tor to warrant the (Intilleries com-
pany on the charge of doing business
without a license. In this manner the
police court judge will decide whether
bond is necessarY, the aldermen con-
tending the license is not effective
the injunction suit would come up without the surety. The
 inspector
n-xt month in the Federal court, and was also directed to h
ave revived
they did not want any loophole left three others 
warrant; filed away
for the telephone lawyers to claim against this com
pany several weeks
to the court a compromise was in ago,
 and which charne the concern
progress of negotiation, fearing the wi
th doing business wi•hout any kind
telephone lawyers would use this ar- 
of license at all. The wholesale li-
gument to detriment of the munici- 
cense was gotten out only last week.
pality. The aldermen want the bit-1 
The board ratified the sale of one-
half of an pak Grove burial lot to
tei fight to go ahead to the last
trench. 
• Mrs. Hal Walters and Miss Willie
Aldermen pairier and "Chambl'il 
Ogilvie.
we're the absentees last night, those 
City Engineer Washington reported
present being Starks, Miller, Hans
• -to the board that there were 58,963,'s
Farley and Bell. 
front feet inside the new sanitary and
stortu sewer district, and that Con-
Mayor Yeiser was directed to have tractor Bridges is charging $87,550.24
paid, the precinct officers hold
ing
to do the entire work. The engineer
the city supplemental registration 
said this would mean that each prop-
1. St Tuesday. erty owner inside the district would
To the board of public works, the have to pay about $r:48 per fron
t
alderman referred the question of im- foot. The engineer was then directe
d
poving the extension .of Caldwell to compute and inform the b
oard at
street that leads over through the I. the next session, how m
any square
"Fight To The Bitter End" was
the expression of Alderman Harry
Hank last night during the meeting
of that city legislative board, when
there was brought up the question
cf conferring carte-blanche authori:
ty- to the city solicitor to effect a
compromise with the East Tennes-
see Telephone Company of the bit-
tet litigation the coropany forced the
municipality to enter against it. The
remarks of Mr. Hank sounded the
death knell to this compromise
movement, as the balance of the al-
dermen present all coincided with his
views, and paid their respects to the
telephone company in no unmistak-
able maner. They then by a unani-
mous ballot, voted to vigorously push
the suit %arch has been filed in the
state court to skit this company
from doing business in this city if it
continues refusing to purchase a mu•
oicipal franchise.
The company started business here,4
years ago without procuring a city
franchise, entitling it to do business,
the company claiming it had a per-
ipttual grant from the state legisla-
ture. They never produced this
giant, and th municipal authorities
after years of toeing to get the con-
cern to buy a city grant, finally
brought suit in the circuit court to
compel the corporation to move its
plant from Paducah and quit doing
budness. The company in a dogged
manner, refused to compromise, and
got out a temporary injunction in
the United States court to restrain
the Paducah .public officials from
interfering with its business. This
junction comes up next month when
Federal court opens bere. Now Char-
ley Wheeler, a lawyer of this titV,
who works, for the telephone com-
pany, approached the city solicitor,
as the Latter inform sthe public
boards, and agrees os enter into a
cempromise conference, if the coun-
cil and aldermen will give'the solic-
itor supreme authority to negoitate
with the telephone lawyer,--the legis-
lative boards to have nci say what-
ever, as regards confirming, any set-
tlement made by the solicitor. The
ccuncil by a majority vote of only
Gat, gave the solicitor this author-
ity. but when the matter was brought
before the aldermen last night. they,
squelched the movement by a majorl
ity vote that was accompanied with
remarks not complimentary about
the telephone peoplz. The members
said the company forced the city to
the litigation, and now it would be
fcught to the highest courts in the
land, the aldermen believing the de-
S:Te to compromise shows a weaken-
ing on part of the telephone com-
p:nw as compared with its former
dictatorial attitude. The aldermen
would not even let the solicitor get
compromise terms from Wheeler,
the solicitor to report them to the
city boards for ratification or re-
jection. In refusing to even do this,
the aldermen took the position that
yards to the new box factory
near the Union depot, The factory
wants the new street graveled, but
the aldermen directci the board of
works to only carry out the original
agreements with thf company which
provides for a free dedication of the
highway t • the city, before the work
can be done.
City Clerk Bailey waa direcated to
inform County Clerk Smedley tp
thave put on the general eletcion bal-
lot ;for • use November 6th, the
question of the voters ratifying the
new eighteen year cmtract entered
into by the city government with
the private water company. The
proposition is printed in full in an-
other column of this paper.
TD ,the finance committee was re-
ferred the question. of the city pay-
ing for' public street improvmeents
fronting W. Smith's home on West
Jefferson strisetrs-sSmith claims when
be gave up property for city pur-
poses, the latter agreed to pay the
improvement cost.
feet are inside the district.
At present the laws impose a fine
on saloonkeepers for letting boys
under age enter the grogohop, but
now the aldermen ordered a law
brought in, fining the boys themselves
for entering and securing liquor by
making false statements regarding
their age. The fine will be from $23
to $5o Alderman Farley wanted a
law making it fineable for anyone to
enter a drug store on securing liquor
or alcohol by making false state-
ments. This latter was laid over for
the time being.
Property owners whose rear
premises touch the alley running from
Sixth to Seventh between Broadway
and Kentucky avenue, want it
graveled again, but the aldermen re-
fused this, and ordered the alley
paved with brick at expense of the
property owners
An ordinance was ordered brought
in providing for concrete sidewalks
on both sides of Fountain avenue
from Broailwav to Jefferson.
The Scarf them ailjoursee. , r
Notice Sportsmen
WE HAVE THE MOST CO MPLETE STOCK OF SHOT GUNS
N,ND RIFLES IN THE CITY.
LOADED SHELLS '
ANY BRAND OR LOAD.
HUNTING COATS
A VERY LARGE STOCK TO SELECT FROM.
LET US SHOW YOU THE ABOVE LINE IF IN NEED OF
SUCH GOODS AND WE WI LL SAVE YOU MOSEY
HANK BROS.
Take them off if they hurt.
You cannot wear the '4 pinch"
out of a shoe. But you can buy
a shoe without the pinch. The
Hanan Shoe, for instance. Feels
as comfortable as your stocking,
built along graceful lines and
holds its shape until the last
minute.
Isn't such a shoe worth pay-
ing a little more fore Henan
Shoes for women, too.
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 BROADWAY,







WARRANTED JEWELRY OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK.
EDISON AND VICTOR PHONEGRAPHS AND A GENER-
AL SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON HAND.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILL PAY YOU TO CALL







Are you interested in a good time piece? We have a swell line
in Dueber Honipden watches, one of the most popular in the
market. We can supply an Elgin, Waltham or any movement you
wish. Let us repair your watch.
PHONE 161 OLD
if your clock is out of oroer; we will call for it and warrant
every Job in our line. Beautified wedding presents in sterl-
ing silver, cut glass or hand painted china. We are offering
some special low prices for the next to days.
Eye-See Jewelry (II Optical Co
vs BROADWAY





Reported That Town of Seineca, S. C.,
Was Fired by Blacks.
Charleston, S, C., Oct. 18.—It is
reported that \the town of Seneca,
Ocenee county, this state, where a
negro college was destroyed by dytta-
I mite last Saturday night, was burned
by negroes. Fire broke out at one
I o'clock this morning, consuming the
entire business portion of the town
which had a population of two thous-
and. Citizens' were unable to stop
the fienves-tend as a result•dynamite









































































































PRESIDENT Ok DROPPED INTO 11/[11NtSTATE NORMAL OPEN TRENCH
, PROFESSOR CHERRY SPEAKS PIPE FITTER HENRY THOUGHT
TO HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS HE WAS GOING ON
TODAY. THROUGH TO CHINA. ..• 041.•••
Miss Mae Ellis and Professor Cole- Fell Into Ten Foot Hole Out of
man Have Recovered From Which Friends liaised Him
Illness. With Ropes.
Professor H. H. Cherry, of the
West Kentucky State Normal school,
arrived here yesterday from ,Bowling
Green on business connected with
the institution that is located in that
city. He is the president of the nor-
mal and last evening Professor E. G.
Payne of the Paducah High School
secured President Cherry to make an
address to the pupils of the High
School this morning as their opening
ixerciae. He is one of the noted men
of the state and his talk will be
along general educational lines.
There are severat hundred persons
attending the state normal now at
Bcw:ng Green, but when the public
schools over Kentucky turn out for
the summer vacation nest June, many
hundreds more will enter the normal
institution.
School News.
Miss Mae Ellis, of the Franklin
school building, and Professor Cole•
man of the Washington building, yes-
• terday resumed their rooms after a
spell of illness.
The High School pupils are think-
• ing of organizing a gymnasium club,
and will ask the school board to put
a floor in the Washington building




—Reports from the Pryar farm,
n.ne miles from town on the Risher
road, are that a tree standing on the
place has "rained" for several days.
—The rainfall has stopped the
storm and sanitary sewerage work
going on over the city, it being to)






Major Ashcroft on Committee on
Nominations and Saunders Fow-
les on Resolutions.
Dispatches yesterday from Ports-
mouth, Ohio., were that hundreds of
delegates vet?e attending the annual
convention of the Ohio Valley I'm-
provement Association naw in ses-
sion in the Grand Opera house of
that city. The delegates are doing
great good towards advancing the
cause, which looks towards putting
locks and dams from Pittsburg to
Cairo along the Ohio river in order
to have a nne-foot stage of water
the year around.
A Copy of the. Daily Times of
Portsmouth of Wednesday, shows
the likeness of many prominent rep-
resentatives participating in the gath-
ering. Many of them were sketched
in the lobby of the hotel, and the
most conspicuous is that of Major
J. 11. Ashcroft of this city.. He is
pictured sitting in a large arm chair
With hilt hat off while in the corner
oi h:s mouth is his cigar so familiar
to everybody. Surrounding him are
senators, prominent officials, news-
paper editors, and others.
Mr. Ashcroft was placed an the
committee on nominations, while
Mr. Sau9ders Fowler of this city was
put on the committee on resolutions.
Captain J. Frank Ellison, the Cin-
cinnati steamb)atinan who was
reared in Padncah, is treasurer of
the association, and his statement
shows that during the past year the
crganization has spent $10,302./5 in marine boat lies, 36 meters, which, it
securing legislation and • defraying is believed, would be sufficient to
other expenses of the cause. Since start her plates, especially if it is true
the toos meeting $4,382 has been re- as announced in a special dispatch
ceived by the body from menthes- from Bizzerta that the Lutin atranded
ship fees alone.
The meetincputes to a close to-
day. and thd-Pirdsfcali party will be
home tomolkow. 'Uajor • Asharaft
may stop over:in.-Louisville. as since
he departed Us sawr-in-law, Mrs.
Stanley. Boon, higaMed there. Mrs,.
Ashcroft is flow in ski` Falls City.
Mr. E. M. Henry. the well known
Iliinois Central pipefittss, who lives
at Twelfth and Jackson streets, last
night for a moment thought he was
soching headlong through a crevice
in the earth towards China on the
otlaer side of the globe, but finally
he again struck terra ifrma, and in
ail uniasually soft spot at that. His
experience came in the nature of a
tumble into the ten foot trench dug
by the contractors at Eleventh and
tJackson street in laying some new
!sewer piping
Mr. Henry was en route from his
home down to DT. Broadway's drug
store at Eleventh 3nd Jackson and
in the dark walked right into the
deep trench that was open. He turn-
ed upside-down in his descent and
landed right on his head when he
struck the trench bottom, which was
fiiied with nothing but soft mud and
slush, made so by the recent rains.
He wriggled around until he got into
a standing position, but then found
he could not clamber up the per-
pendicular sides of the excavation.
die commenced yelling for help, and
lilts cries were heard by Dr. Broad-
way and others who located him
They could not reach down in the
trench far enough to lift Henry out.
so had to procure S Mile ropes that
were lowered down to him. The
pipefitter grasped the ropes and held
firm while those above yanked 'him
out of the bole. He _was a sorry
laoking sight and complained a little
of pains in his back. It is feared the
fall sprained his spine although he
was able to walk home.
CREW STILL
IMPRISONED
ALL HOPE OF RESCUING KEN
WHO ARE IN SUBMARINE
ABANDONED.
..1•5,101•0011111111. • •
Craft Sank Tuesday Strenuous
Efforts Have e to
Rescue ths
sa
The British battleship Implacable,
the armored cruiser Cornarvon and
the torpedo boat destroyer Albatross
have arrived here from the Island of
Malta to assist in raising the Lutin.
ad
Postal AatIttities in China are re-
ported ta be issisuOvipg through the
service on fast trairis between Pekin
and Hinkow.-'69"fi*ae are expected to
snake the run in thirty-six hours.
The only thing that can keep a
girl from falling in love With other
s men is to be in have with another
..ntan.
19,1•1••••••••• °
At Lamorster, England, the police
text for igtoitication is "terminologi-
cal inexactitude."
Bizerte, Tunis, October 18.—The
sunken submarine boat Latin was lo-
cated this morning by the tug
Syclops.
Paris, October i&—In spite of the
fact that it was announced from Biz-
erta this morning that thespot where
the submarine boat Lutin sank on
Tuesday had been definitely ascer-
tained, hope of rescuing her crew
has been practically abandoned at the
Ministry of Miarine. Indeed, the pre-
vailing impression there is that the
crew were probablyimmediatelykilled
rn- rendered unconscious by accident,
the cause of which, however, is still
a mystery, though theories on the
subject are numerous. The naval
officers are generally of the opinion
that when Lieut. Fepoux ordered the
boat to be submerged in the rough
sea then running, the helsman de-
pressed the rudder too much and the
Lutin pitched to the bottom, over-
turning her accumulators and soffocat-
ing the crew with the fumes from the
acids before they had time to release
the safety valves or the telephone
buoy.
The water pressure is 6o pounds to
the inch at the depth where the sub-
a fortnight ago, that her hull may
have been injured and that she was
not docked after having been hauled
off.
The Ministry of 'Miarine is corning
in for a lot of criticism owing to its
failure' of property equip the laiberta
naval station with salving apparatus,
as it was proposed to do after the
disaster to the submarine boat Far-
fadet, which sank last summer off
Bizerta. Some of the newspapers ex-
press the opinion that the repeated
accidents to submarine boats should
I. ad to an international agreemeat to
prohibit their use, claiming that it is
proved that they are more dangerous
to theft own crews than they are ever
'Irelysto be to an enemy. -
When a ,miser marries he picks out
a woman vieiso boks nice in her old
clothes.
YITYB OtTRII COAL NOW WHILE VATEPPRICE IS LOWCars  are scarce and therunusustli demand for coal has
caused a shortage, which willi be more noticeable as weathor
gets colder. We ire exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, `," LUZERNE"
  There Will Be An Advance
Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
in Coal November 1st
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
Coal at $9,00 per ton
Barry a A d
Henneberger
That run-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic 'Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Has
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 337
$61,000 SHORT IN
SUB-TREASURY
(Continued from Page One )
today by Charles H. Treat, treasurer
of the United States, sets forth tbo
bare fact of the shortage, offering no
explanation as to when and how it oc-
curred. Treasury officials await the
further f,ed• expected in a complete
report to .ore asserting the degee of
culpability of any person or persons.
The treasury investigating commit-
tee made its investigation of the re-
ceiving tellers' division last Saturday.
In view of the government system
of checking accounts, the officials
here think the shortage could not
have been inept covered up except
through the complicity of several em-
ployes in the event that the shortage
is due to other than errors in book-
keeping.
Will Investigate Entire Office.
For this reason the irrestigation
is to cover the entire offife. An ac-
counting is to be had of every cent
for which Assistant United Statti
T,•easurer T. J. Akins is responsible.
This is not done from a suspicion or
on information that a further short-
age is likely to be uncovered, but in
order both to ascertain the exact state
of affairs in the entire office and to
lay bare all the facts bearing on the
responsibility for the discrepancy 
nowreported.
To this end, both the special com-
mission of experts and secret service
agents are expected to be at work all
of this week. The St. Louis office is
a large One and time is _requierd to
go through all its business.
Notice to Contractcirs.
Bids will be received at the office
of Architect A. L. Lasiiter for con-
crete work in Lang Park up till noon
Tuesday, October 22, 1936. Plans,
profile and specifications may be seen
at above office. The board of park
commissioners reserves the right to
reject any 'andall bids.
Board of Park Commissioners.
D. G. MURREI,L, Pres.
GEO. W. WALTERS, Sec.
A Hazleton (Pa.) school teacher
rests her pupils by allowing a ten-
minute sleep.
COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRADE
Without Competition Death to Commercial Life
Ha! Ha! The Long Looked For Has
Just Arrived
AFTER ra YEARS IN THE HANDS OF RIP VAN WINKLE. BUT WE HAVE COME TO STAY
LOOKOUT FOR US, WE'LL BE IN TO SEE YOU ON JANIPAISY zST, ispoa, THE PURE FOOD LAW. •
THE MASTODON, THE BIGGEST ON EARTH.
To My Friends, My Enemies and the Public at Large:
I have this day changed the name of my place of business, at z 16 South Fourth street, between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, to
The Home of Willow Spring
of Coon Hollow, Nelson county, Ky., a pure SOUR MASH WHISKEY, distilled by A. Cummins, dis-
tiller, registered distillery No. so.
Willow Spring is a PURE LIQUID FOOD, sanctioned by she pure food law of the State of Ken-
tucky. This Whiskey is made of as bushels of rye, is bushels of malt and 6o bushels of corn sad
the CRYSTAL WATERS of Willow Spring, Nelson County, Kentucky. There is no adulteration of any
kind in this whiskey. I offer a Szoo.00 Reward to any chemist who will find one grain of impurities
In this whiskey. My wines are pure California vintage guaranteed by one of the oldest houses in St.
Louis, David Nicholson, whose name attached to the label guarantees purity. Therefore they sae
another of my liquid foods made from the delicious arapes of California. My blackberry brandy i..
guaranteed to be Pore, made from the Pore, delicious fruit, and the brandy is an imported Cognac guaran
teed tor the celebrated firm of Gordon & Dilworth. Another liquid food that can be used with isoPouity
for sickness.
My Apple Brandy, one of the hardest of the beverages to get pure, is distilled from pure and mel-
low apples at McMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessy Bros.. apple brandy distillers of McMinnville, Tenn. An-
other of my pure liquid foods made from amts.
Tr' I handle but one brand of Been i the purest in the United States of America, made by the A/then-
" star-Busch Brewing Association, of St. Louis, Mo., both in draught and in bottles—the renowned Bud-
4211" It may have Its equals. Isra n?ne superior. Another of my liquid foods, made from pure malt
and hops.
My Dears Friends and Patrons: Remember that everything dispensed over my bar is PURITY
and guaranteed by the Ametican Pure Food Laws of our State. Thank God for the pure food laws.
They have been seventeen ',ars corning, but have come at last On the first of next January these laws
will go into force in the *Mire United States of America and I am one of the few that has anything ;n
the drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Pure Food Laws. These laws are going ts he
enforced as the government never before enfcrced a law in ow great country. There will be no more
so-called so and is-year-old whiskies made yesterday by compounders and rectifiers, as the law will
• compel them to put on the Labels exactly what it is, if it is rectified or compounded. made of drugs
and chemicals. There will be no more so-called blends, for they cannot use neutral spirits and without
spirits—a blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they cannot be labled with fictitious age:
and names of first-class whiskies. It will be death to blenders, rectifiers and so-called compounders
Remember, the only place in our city where you can get P”rity, both by the drink, quarts, pints or
half-pints. is at THE HOME OF THE WILLOW SPRINGS, 'liquid food, it6 South Fourth street, Pa
Kducats y. Remember the place and don't stumble and make a mistake or your head will tall you the
next day that you have been drinking the vile and poisonous stuff of so-called blenders and rectifiers
made yesterday in the big vats upstairs. So walk a few blocks more and come to the place where pure
liquid foods are dealt to you in all their purities, at your friend's,
TalkingDon Gilberto "e Machine Man
Who will talk to you on any subject, provided it is on the ure food laws rf our State:
116 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
WITH THE SICK.
Carlyle Beck Suffering From Malarial
Fever—Other 4iling People.
Carlyle, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Beck, is ill with malarial fever
at their home in 717 South Ninth
street.
Mr. W. C. Ellis continues recover-
ing from his severe attack of illness
that overcome ti.m1 in Smithland.
Mrs. Fanny Carter of North Sev-
enth, has been taken to Riverside :hos-
pital for an operation.
Captain Boyce Berryman is con-
fined with a congestive chill at his
home.
Mr. Herman Friedman continues
cdofined with sickness at Riverside
hospital, but is a little bvter.
Love is seldins blind to the finan-
cial interests connected with a matri-
monial deal.
ILWolft
We have a selected line of pleas-
ing novelties.
Many of them are naive and
original in design.
You can choose something dainty
ar.d ornamertal from our stock
that will not be worn common.




Now is the time for you to fill "oat coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 11c
Best Aentucky ana Illinois Coal
Also dtCaier in' LIME and CEMENT- Agent hr Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT.'
I). Al Cunningham,






WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
ON AT NOVEMBER ELECTION
REPORT OF JOINT LIGHT AND WATE
R COMMITTEE ON NEW
CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CITY OF PA
DUCAH AND THE
PADUCAH WATER COMPANY.
Owing to the fact that the con-
ti act existing between the City of
Paducah and the local water com-
pany for fire hydrants expires dur-
ing the current month, it was in-
cumbent upon the general couneil
to negotiate for such service cover-
ir.g the remaining period which the
frenchise of the water company still
has to run, to-wit: eighteen years.
After several conferences between
the jo:nt light and water committee
and the officers of the water com-
pany, a scale of rates for fire by-
drats was agreed upan by the com-
mittee and the water company. These
rates have been embodied in a can-
teact which will be smnbitted to the
general council for such action as
the wisdom of that body:- may deter-
mine. If the proposed contract is
f..vorably acted upon by the general
c,aincil. it must be sisiamitted to the
s.,ters of the city at the next elec.-
tian and affirmatively ratified by not
less than two-thirds of the votes then
cast upon the question before a con-
tract between the city and the water
company can be finally executed.
It is (therefore worth while for
the voters of the city to carefully
C( ii- der the terms of the proposed
c( ntract before casting their votes at
the coming election, and if it ap-
pears that the preiposed contract is
to the advantage of the city, • then
to register their approval thereof
upon their ballots.
In order that the voters may have
an opportunity to become fully ad-
vised regarding the terms of the pro-
posed contract, a copy of the same is
herewith subMitted, which reads as
follows:
"Section I. That the City of Padu-
cah, K". agrees to rent and does
hereby rent from th. Paducah Water
Ccmpany its successors and assigns,
faur hundred and eleven (411) double
roazle fire hydrants now establish-
ed in said city for a period of
eighteen (18) years nom the passage
and final approval of this ordinance,
after an election by the people as,
here:narter provided. The animal
rental for each of said fire hydrants,
which the C'ty of Paducah hereby
agrees to pay for the first ten (to)
year; of said term, shall be twenty
($a000) dollars and the annual rental
for the remaining e:ght (8) years
shall be fifteen ($ie oo) dollars, (un-
less the 'aid city shall sdoner pur-
c'ha:e water corapar.y's plant, with
six (6) per cent interest upon
red payments. The ;.ayments oi, sa d
rentals shall be made as provided in
the original ordinanee centract.
"Section 2. All additional hydrants
or extertians of mains that may be
erected hereafter by the Paducah
Water Company, its successors or
assigns, as provided in the orignal
oidinance contract during the said
eighteen years, shall be charged and
paid for as provided in section one
hereof; but at the expiration of ten
(ro) years from the time th s ordin-
-once shall have been finally approved,
as, set out above, all the then fire
hydrants shall be charged and paid
for at the uniform rate as above pro-
v:ded and the contract therefor shail
espire at. the end af the eighteen
years fixed in section 1.
Section 3. Before this ordinance
shall become effective it shall be
submitted to a vote of the qualified
voters of the City of Paducah. Ky.,
at the general electian to be held in
said city on the 6th day of - Novem-
ter, 1906, the said vote to bt taken
in the manner and as peovided by law
for the submission of publ:c ques-
ta-els to the voters of said city.
Section 4. This ordinance sha:1 take
elect and be in force from its pas-
sage, approval and ratification by the
qualified voters of the City of Pa-
ducah, Ky., and a written acceptance
of its terms and conditions by the
Paducah Water Company fled with
the clerk of the City of Paducah,
Ky., within ten (to) days after the
official cert:ficate of its approval at
the popular election."
At the present time the water com-
pany has installed for the use of the
'cite 411 fire plugs, which under the
iold contract are rated and cost
each year as follows: .
sao fire plags, at latocio ....$6 cion000
le Ire plugs at $30.00  000.00
.231 fire /slues at 'ante  5,775-0
Total ... . ...$r 2 675 00
Under the peoposel contract this
name service would cost the city but
—$13,22o.00----for each of the first ten
years of the contract, a saving upon
the number of hydrants now install-
ed of--$4,455.00—per annum and for
the ten year period a saving of $44,-
390.00-
For each of the last eight years
wItich the franchise has to run, the
eost for 411 hydrants would be—$6,-
*5.°o—a saving to the city of —$6.-
510.00—per annum or of-852 oSo.-
ion—fnr the entire eight yanTsr-of thd
franchise, making a total saving 'to
the city between the existing con-
tract and the proposed contract of
--$96,6ao.00.
There is nothing contained in the
p:uposed cont.-act changing the
rights of the cay or those of the
water company under, the original
franchise. The city still retains the
right to nurcha,ar the water corn-
cany's plant at ate expiration of each
five year period, in accordance with
the terms of the original franchise.
This committee has also compared
the rates contained in the proposed
contract with th ise in effect in 127
other cities for 'he same class of
service and fine proposed rates
lower than tho- • d by any of
those cities. The approximate av-
erage cost per hydrant in the num-
ber of cities mentioried above is-
848.00.
The rates referred to were sub-
mitted by the local ,water company
and this committee a,sumes that the
figures are correct. The list of the
cities with the rate paid in each is on
file with this conimittee and anyone
desiring to verify the figures c ni-
tamed therein may have the oppar-
timity of doing so at any time.
It should also be borne in mie I
.luit until a new contract is entered
between the city and the water
company, that the rates charged tin-
der the existing contract will maim
tam. The only alternatives 'Sfered
to escape from the old rates are eith-
er to make a new contract or to dis-
continue the service, the latter of
curse, being quite impossible.
Therefore, this committee has no
hesitation in recommending to ,the
general council and to the voters of
the City of Paducah. that the propos-
ed contract be ratified.
JOINT LIGHT AND WATER
COMMITTEE.
The Price of Time.
(St Louis Star-Chronicle.)
"A man must husband his time,-
said Charles H. Huttig, the banker,
as he was hustling to get shaved in
a barber shop "As cents are to dol-
lars, so are minutes to hours. and
VETERANS OF
CONFEDERACY
WILL ATTEND THE FUNERAL
OF MRS JEFFERSON DAVIS
AT RICHMOND.
a-a
Simple Services Were Held at Hotel
Majectic in New York
City,
New York, Oct. all.—There were
brief services for the late Mrs. Jef-
ferson Davis at the Hotel Maj-
estic today, attended by relatives
and personal friends. The Rev. M.
A. Seattle, of St. Stephen's Protes-
tant Episcopal church of this city,
Of which Mrs. Davis svas a commitua
cant, officiated. The body will be
sent to Richmond at 9:30 o'clock this
afternoon for burial in the Davit
Islousoleuni at Hollywood Friday
Seivices of a military character will
be held at St. Paul's church, Rich-
mond. The President and Mrs.
Ficosevelt were among those who
sent condolences and will send, a
floral offering.
It is the wish of the family that
the funeral at Richmond be attended
by as many of the veterans, of the
Confederacy as possible. Lieut. Gov-
Ellison, of Virginia, will have the
arrangements in chirge, having ar-
rived here last night to consult with
members of the family,
The body will be accompanied to
Richmond from here by Major Owen
of Montgomery, commander-in-chief
of the Confederate Veteran soldiers,
and a guard of honor from that or-
ionization. and Mrs. J. E. Parker,
president of the New Y ark Chapter,
Daughter of the Confederacy, and
a delegation of women.
In the funeral party also will be
Mr. and Mrs. J. Addison Hayes, Jef-
ferson Hayes Davis, a grandson and
Mrs. G. D. Wecid. a granddaughter
cad Mr. Webb. The funeral at Rich-
mond will take place at 3 o'clock to-
mcrrow afternoon.
Those Office Hours.
"Will return in ten minutes."
I Hanging this sign on the door, the
careless business man goes out and
stays two hours. When he first
the saving of both is an absolute ne- leaves his office he intends to retu
rn
cessity for the attainment of sue- in half an hour, but he meets a friend
cess" S who suggests luncheon or asks him to
A London financier has lost a for- join in a social glass, and the 
little
tune through missing a train )sy a sign hanging on his dons-is 
compitte-
.
fraction of a minute ly forgotten
A Nebraska man has lost a bride Meanwhile, pesple wishing
 to ace
him on business have arrivejj at the
office, and noting the sign on the, Phone tsp.
door, have settled down in the ante-I
room to await his return.
Ten minutes pass. An hour passes.
The careless man does not return. O. D. Schmidt,
Meanwhile. his visitors, who have Architect and Super, nteiste n
only a certain amount of time to 40ity
spare. are twiddling their thumbs and 
1 Fratern Boilers'.
impatiently glancing at the clock. ola phone 49g Red
. New phone
They are running the risk of messing
engagements with other people. Poo- PADVCAH
, KENTUCKY
sibly among those waiting there is
one whose entire business of the day
is held up because he is delayed over
a deal which it would not take ter
A cnstomer who came on day to minutes to transact.
Franklin's little book store in Phila- After a while the w
aiters despaii
delphia demanded to see the proprie- of the careless man's r
eturn, and they
go re* disgusted.
Is this good business? Is it con-
scientious business?
Certainly not.
take for this book. sir?" asked the It is not gond business 
because it
leisurely customer will inevitably ant
agoniie those who
• "One dollar and a quarter, was the have been forced t
o waste time
prompt reply. through the deceptive 
little sign on
"What? Why, your cerlk asked me the door. Naturally
, they will figure
only a dollar just now!" that a man who does n
ot care enourh
"True," said Franklin, "and I could about business to s
tay in his office
have better afforded to take a dollar during the time that he
 is supposed to
than to leave my work." , be there is hardly
 the sort of man
The customer thought him joking. they care to do busi
ness with. It is
"Come, now," he paid, laughing, "your not conscientious 
business, because in
lowest price for this book." its very inception it 
is intended to de-
"Ono dollar and a half." ceive callers. The 
man who hang"
"Why, man, you just said a dollar tip the sign simply 
prefers to let nth-
and a quarter!" ers wait rather 
than hurry himself.
"Yes, and I could better have taken It is simple ennua
h to leave word
that than a dollar and a half now." if you intend stayi
ng away from role
The purchaser paid the higher price. office the entire 
forenoon or aftsra
At that, he had learned cheaply from non. Then people
 who call on bcsi-
the greatest philosopher of his Mae nes' will go a 
at once and not he
not only that he who squanders his wasting time 
for you while
own time is foolish, bto that he who you amuse yo
ursel 4fisewhere.
steals ahe thile of others is a thief If you have 
office -keep
Suss fill meet no man halfway them. Make it a 
point turn to
unieda he is on time. your office at the 
time you announce
you will be back. Otherwise you are
likely to find that before long you
will have no reason to go to your of-
fice at all.—Louisville Herald.
from the same cruse The young wo-
man deca•red that she would rather
remain single than be worried all her
life by a man so slow as to be late
at his own wedding.
Many another, through slight care-
lessness in keeping an appointment
has seen the opportunity of a life-
time slip away.
"Est thou love life? Then do not
squander time, for that is the stuff
life is made of."
Benjamin Franklin, who said this,
not only understood the value of
time, but he put a price on it that
made others appreciate its worth.
tor. The clerk pleaded that Mr.
Franklin was very busy, but the cus-
tomer insisted, and Franklin came.
"What is the lowest price you will 
liDick Croker says e saved all his
money from his salaries while., in co-
flee. No wonder there is a hot fight
every time New York has an elec-
tion—St. Paul Pioneer-Press.
hT e possibilities o fdenatured alco-
hol arc many, but as a prossessor of
voleasted possibilities alcohal in the
natural state has few competitors.—
Louisville Courier-Journal.
When the British parliament real-
:enables a motion will be made, at
the Instance of the Irish party, for the
removal of the statue of Oliver
Oroinewell from the precincts of the
house of parliament where it now
stands.
rove•• young dream need no longer
be interrupted by a sniff at the beef-
steak..
difilinORIRMIIMISr".1111tinerritalattdoettla
A Missourian named Henry Clay
took two drinks of whisky and drop-
ed dead Which teaches us how fu-
tile it is to hitch a weakling to a great
man's name.—Louisville Courier-Jour-
nal.
A single mahogany tree in Hondu-
ras was recently cut into boards,
which, when sold in the European
market, realized over $10,000, it is
stated.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLORNOY & REED
LAwysin. ^













DR: ROBT. J. MITERS
Ise NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phon.es 335
Office hours 8to to a. m., z is 11
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 51.
Rooms 1, and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-3 Broadwas.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE iso NORTH FIFTH
TELEKTONES:
Residence ao6 Office sp
IL T. LOOT.
/AMMO.









WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST A T GLASS MADE.
IT CAN AI PLIED TO ANY WINDOW ON
TRANSOM. ./T IXCLUDINI OUTSIDE VTZW AND
ADMITS THE L OHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AORISAIII B NU=
IT 18 APPROPRI ATI IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DCX)18B. IT IS ONE OF TKO
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAT
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS,
C. C. Leo. 315 Bwav.
Cyclone losurd Re
$100 FOR $1,000 FOR 5 YEARS
41K
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369
..-11••••••••=1.=••••••.....
aMatta, Efinger Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers. -
130 B. THIRD STREFT: PADUCAH. FLY 1.
1
•1•1••••••-




Office with Dr Rivets & Revers. tag
North Fseh. Igo* Pa owes 313.




I to am soiree p•ewys. Not, oh aala
ant and most economics&








"DRESSED ALL IN LEATHER."
Fashionable Women of London, Dev-
otees of Out-of-Door Sports,
Have Novel Clothing.
New Yolk, Oct. 17.---London ad-
vieee say fashionable women, espec-
ially the devotees of out-of-doe
sport are having many of their win-
tcr garments made of leather. Smart
red leather golfing coats, striped
with black, are among the latest
developments. They are worn with
red leather motor cape fixed witb
leather-headed bat pins. Leather
motoring coats, lined with fur, are
in greet demand. Marrow, pliable
leather neckties and leather tamps
for trimming felt hats are among the
numerous leather articles demanded.
Trade unions in Germany are of ,
four kinds: Hirech-Donker unions,
socialist unions and federations, cool
ies in Chins are
Christian unions and independent tin- long and Cembernotne pipes and tale-
ions. ing to cigarettes.
• - •
Otfice in Paducah at the'
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, ese
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the morn-
ing Registet°office at 533 Broadway, where the public is invited to csi
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE::SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000: INHABITANTS





































































givrng upthelrCARON DIRECTORY COMPANY


























Louis tad Tennessee River Pact-
oompany—the cheapest and bes
union oet of Paducah.
flfl Fir RN Round Trip to
gUIP Tenuuse river & rotor
It is a tsip of golauttre, cornice
and read; good service, good tabl
good reams, etc. Roats leave ea.11
Wodomiley and Saturday at 5 p. a
For other information applr to Jim




Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
=TURK continues passage fano;
Unlimited ticket $$.so meals and
berth blooded.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. Port7
of five it over $1.5co each, without
meals; Rico with meals.
Good amid: on aii the boats. Foe
.urther particulars see
IL A. POWLFAR, Gen. Peas. Agent
or GIVEN POWLDR, City Pans
Ager Phone 13.
S. . —
C. NANNI116 SEARS, M. B.













Braised. Lao Valmag. not 1 =
NI Ike Slr; =10.111biasmitlie. "
seams •
and law akeit seetai lie
draft. ilea= MUMS SWIM,
lad spleadld bask.
Seal two east slime for "Imed of
the Me Umlaut and eller hand-
somely Bssêsdilasseture.
J. F. SOGIAN, Tam Pass. hoot.
Leninist, KV
C. M. MIURQSABORD, Dist. Pas&
Agent, Louisville, KY.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Genl. Pus.
Agest, St. Look Ilfa.




Riad' la , lttbe tnostina
I I lit ',I tootents, utliciously se-
lected to exclude corruption. of good
usage, and to avoid unintelligible tech-
nicalities.
Eisele in Arrangement. Each word be-





su much ul in
o
-
formation, or 15 10 Indispensable in the
home, study, wheel, or awn
The International has 2380
to pates with 5000 illustrations,
25,900 new words
been added and the G .r of
tionary have
the World, angi Dicejt le re-
viand under the ef W.
„T. Harris, Ph. U.
Commissioner of Education.




street sad en la
kisamire,SIA 5223
es' •plakwitt.6 pi alma
D
Easels Is Praitaneistion which N indi-
eullthritistriingystn the digoriticagy
zn V let tir.0 in the llittoltioolek,
th( trails I WI 1011 are taught in the
Pi g school& ...
hash in Deflations. They are clear,
terse, yet votaplete, Rod are given in the
order in which the word hag &egotist Its
shades of sizem :many Tot -pa defini-
tions ars ill
heelsIn its !radix wilt lap roped
storehouse of vi




Are a revelatiOn of richness
and delicious to the housewife
woo has akeedy usedNordinare
spices. Ow spices are pure.
mod fresh, having the strength,
aroma and fine flavors which
nature alone can give. Um






Room mg Fraternity Buiiding.
Office 'phone Old 331 R. Residence
'phone old 464
Or. Childress
KYZ, ILAR„ NOSS AND
THROAT
Office and Residiece, TWO= 3 and 46
Colombia Building
Name 1043—Rid.
Plctorek !Wong P, Certcate&
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TIAL BED STOLEN AND
HUSBAND SEIZED.
Band of Charivariers Turned Into
Wild Mob on Refreshments
Being Refused.
.Chippewa Falls, Wis., Oct. 18.—
PhiLp Benin., a bridegroom of a day,
is wondering today if it pays to get
married after all.
Immediately after the ceremony his
misery began. It was caused by the
descent last night on the home of his
bride, Miss Elizabeth Proulx, who
lives with her parents on a farm :n
the town of Tildening, of too men and
women bent on giving a charivari to
the newly married pair.
The house was stormed when re-
freshments were refused, windows
were broken, lace curtains torn down
and trampled upon and even the
1
bridal chamber was invaided. Here
the raiders seized the nuptial bed,
took it to pieces and carried it away
with them Even the mattress and
bedclothing were not spared.
Nor was this the end. The mob
then broke into the milkhouse on the
farm in search of liquor and finding
none turned the milk into the creek.
Parley Over Small Gift.
Finally the bridegroom, who had
been in hiding, made his appearance.
The crowd demanded $to to dis-
perse. Bellier offered the mob $4 but
guffaws.
it spurned this offer with loud
Thereupon he was seized by the
women in the party, hugged and
ki.sed until he 'shrieked for mercy.
He offered the twenty women who
had surrounded him $2 if they would
give him his fredom and they said
they would, providing he gave the
men $4 more.
This was agreed to and the bride-
groom, with his clothing nearly torn
from his back, was released.
The money satisfied the crowd,
which dispersed at once.
. Interior Strewn With Wreckage.
The sight that greeted Billier's eyes
when he returned to the house made
him wild with anger. The whole in-
side of the place was a mass of
wreckage. Broken furniture, window
glass and trampled clothing were
strewn about the floor. In a corner
of one room he found his bride cry-
ing
The aged parents of the bride were
terror stricken and had been unable
to come to his aid.
Then Belliet-decided he would have
revenge. He and his mother-in-law
visite' the district attorney's office
today and as s result it is expected
that nearly too warrants win be
sworn out for the arrest of the ma-
rauders.
American Riflemen First.
In the late international Hie match
at Creedmoore America came out vic-
torious. The match was a real test
of all-round military marksmanship
under conditions approximating act-
ual sharpshooting in war. The Unit-
ed States was represented by a team
from the Neer York Seventh regi-
ment. England was represented by
a team from the celebrated metropol-
itan regiment, the Queen's Westmin-
 ster volunteers, says the Louisville
Herald.
The Americans were last year beat-
en by the narrow margin of ten
Points, but this year 'won by a total
score of 1648 to 1588.
Rifle shooting is as much a tradi-
tional American sport as archery was
of medieval England. The archers
of Anglo-Saxon blood fought with
desperate .valor and extraordinary
skill at Crecy and Agincourt. They
were, in fact, the terror of the French
cavaliers.
American settlers became 'from the
earliest times experts with the rifle.
The savage Indian had to'be kept in
check, and it was this formidable task
which begot a body of marksmen un-
equaled in the world, such, for in-
starrce, as the fearless but unerring
backwoodsmen, who at New Orleans
defeated Pacicingham's peninsular vet-
erans.
Not every American is now bred to
handle a rifle skillfully, but the na-
tional taste and tradition is here yet,
and here to abide. It is, therefore,
pleasing to national pride to see
American marksmanship rank so
highly with the best.
The man behind the gun it is that
counts in war, either on sea or land.
The country which spends liberally
to train efiective marksmen is Vo-
ting money to profitable use.
The Boer riflemen taught the Brit-
ish troops a fearful lesson. No braver
men ever followed a standard than
the British io the South African war,
but the deadly aim of the trained
"Boer riftedien 'knocked sctentitie sr&
for a time into a cocked hat The
rifleman picked his victims', officers
tow of distincti
on falling in unttsual nyrn-
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN
Asheville, N. C.,—Missionary Con-
ference Protestant Fpiseopal church.
Dates of sale October mud and 23rd,
Ipo6, limit November 5th, tpo6.
Birmingham, Ala., Home Coming
Week: Dates of sale October 14th
and t5th, 1906; return limit October
aist, 1906. By depositing ticket and
paying fee of so cents an extention
to November 21St, 1906 may be ob-
tzined.t Round trip rate $9.35.
Memiphis Tenn., International
Convention Brotherhood of St. An.-
dr•w: Dates of sale October 15th,
0 ..i, 17th ar.d x8th, 1926; return limit
)ctober 31st, isio6. By depositing
ti e k et and paying fee of so cents an
intention ro November 30th, 1906
ay be obtained. Round trip rate
5.25.
New Orleans, La.—Biennial meet-
ing Supreme Lodge, L. of P. Dates
of Sale, 010t04ei to IS, 190d, in-
clusive; limit October 3o, t906. By
depositing ticket and paying fee of
50 cents an extension cant'be hati to




Bay anyth,IQ 4d sell
tab-issol Court Set:-. Of
bets.
IM'etricsmnship ought to be made.a
MOILING WAGON IN CONNSC- 
consicuotis feature of all American
TION. , military training. Intersta
te matches
Iseould stimulate the exercise and im-
prove the practice.
The -heavenly twins an this mutt.?
cl.(ne sphere are Pull and the right
Press Agent.
Clem Itrudold
Some of this annexation talk is on
a par loath captain of industry dope.
RUSH TOWARDS CITY
POPIILA.TION ON' RURAL NEW
YORK COMMIES DECLINE& I
So Other State in the Union Shows
Such a Large Falling Off in
This Respect—Some of
the Causes.
Twenty-one of the 61 counties of
New York had fewer inhabitants by
Use census of 1800 than they had by
the census of 1890. These counties,
which include one-half of the area of
the state, showed a falling off In ten
liars ranging from a few hundreds ol
inhabitants in some small counties, to
several thousands in some of the
larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
for Instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
BY many persons this decline b
population was attributed to the C011.
Unuance betweis 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population In rural or semi-rural die.
Wets. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provision for public relief In fatraing
counties being small, the larger cities
are vouiht by needy persons, and these-
conditions are reflected in the ensuing
09111 Li&
The years between 1900 and 1901
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, 11
was supposed that the decline in pop
aiation in interior counties would
cease. that some of the former loss
would be regained and that, perhaps,
Improved oonditions would be reflected
tri the census figures of this year
which show the entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent compared
with the census of five years ago
Instead of this, however, the recent
ly completed state census shows that
II of the 61 counties have fewer in-
habitants than they had five years
ago. dome of those which show the
largest decrease in live years are
Chemung, which includes the city of
F.Imira, heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towas in the soothers
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer
tile of the farming counties In the
same region. The falling off in Cite
mung in five years was 2,468, and is
Starben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the stab
which do net show a decline is Ave
years show at least very little gain
One of 'these is Dutchese. which in
eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, ant
which is one of the best known of the
dairy and farming counties of thy
etaus. Five years ago the populatim
was 81,670; this year it Is 11,619-5
gain of 19 persona.
Delaware county, the chief distils'
tion of which is that it includes mon
prohibition territory than any other
county in New York, ha i Increased
from 66,415 to 46,71111 only during eve
years of enormous-state growth.
Among other counties which have
':as population in the last five yean
are Otsego, famed for hope; Oswego
noted for starch and starch works,
Clinton, which includes the city oi
Platlabnra; fichoharie; Cayuga, whirl
Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene
which includes the city of Catskill;
Hamilton in the Adirondack', Tunas
sad Madison counties in the interior
sad Wayne, which increases its sat
cultural products every year, but cos
times to lose steadily In population.
No other state of the country has st
large a proportion of counties which
ens falling behind in population a.
New York, that is, none of the largei
states. The explanation of these
charism is found probably in the enor.
mous increase In manufacturing inter
ems.
Is five years Schenectady has
Jumped from 46,000 to 71.000 popula
clan, Rockland from 38,000 to 45,004
Niagara from 74,000 to 84,000, an
Weetchesterfrom 184,000 to 228,000.
In 15 years the population of Nee
York has Increased 21 per cent., yei
one-third of the counties have fewei
inhabitants than they had 16 yean
aso.
Squelched.
Many a traveler, who has looliel
forward to a railroad journey as a
season when be need not talk, will
eympathize with this just triumph re-
corded in the London Globe.
He wanted to read, but the man op
posit. would Persiat in trying to talk
as toe train moved swiftly along.
After several brief replies the student
began to grow tired. "The grass Is very
green. Isn't tt?" said the would-be con-
trerestioardiet, pleasantly,
"Yea," said the student- "Such •
change from the blue and red grass.
were been having lately!"
Ili the silence that followed he be.
gin another charter.
Tha,1 C#ngs.
'Jolla," askegtip. Obugwater, "holt
t othey work th +toting machines?*
"They use one of the cranks that
E
Quays hanging around the polling
un s," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
'ii irritation.--Cbicato Tribune.
Seemed to Knew.
...what," sated the tall-browe6 pro-
esegor, "are the peincipat by-products
of Um pteel Industry?"
'(arnegie libraries," promptly an-•
severed the student from an interior
rillage.—Citicago Daily News.
ilusband's Rasompenaa.
The Comanche Indians haves law that
If aback rum away with another's squaw
the husband is to have all his prOPecty,
sad marital lafreetioa is said to be rare
$1011.10116 .
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABI,E
CORRECTED Mita 30, 1906.
 ...•••••••••nyli
t
Leave Cincinnati .... me 
No. za3 No. leat.staja.....SOUTH BOUND No. 101
.. s:os p.m. 940 9. 
Coo p.m.  
Leave LoisisvAlei  
Pao a.m.
111.
Leave Owensboro ..  .. 6:30 p.m. 9z. Ma.
Lorre Horse Branch 
Leave Central City 
. a :A p.m. 12:o8 am. 11 us a.m.
. 3:30 p.ni. T :03 am. 12.,)0 Via.
Leave Evansville 
Leave Nashville 
13:50 p m. 
I:40 a.m. 
.O5 L.
pajwa..m.Leave Nortonville  448 P.m-
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton  
6:15 p.m. 
97324 :::::4004042i ppa: . mmi um" . 
64: pill‘.11.
Leave Hopkinsville 11:30 a.m.
Leave Pr'nexton 2:35 p.m.4:55 Pan-
Arrive Paducah 4:15 P‘ni•6:te p.m.
4:50 am-




 .•Active Gtbbs, Taw 5:51 a.m.
Arrive Jackson 
• 8:z3 p.m  re
7:15 a.m.
Arrive Idea:106s -
Aar ive New iDr kens  :o1:13° m. 
8:30 a.m  
5 ap..rn. 8:15 p.m •
NQRTH SOUND No. 102 No. 104 No. taa
Leave New Orleans  7:to p.m. 9:15 a.m.
Leave Memphis  0:45 a.m. 8:5o p.m
Leave Jackson, Tenn.  8:07 a.m. 10:10 p.m.  .
Leave Rives  i 1 :58 p.m. .
Leave Fulton  10:15 2.111. 12:35 2.01. 8 :ao a.m.
Arrive Paucah  1 1 :so a.m. I 43 a.m. 740 CCM
Leave Paducah  11:95 a.m. 148 a.m. 7:50 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  ta:39 p.m. 3:o3 a.m. 9:29 a.m.
Arrive Hopkinsv'lle  6:15 p.m. 5:20 a.m.
Arrive Nashville •  9:25 p.m. 11:10 am.  .
Arrive Evansville .  3:45 P-m- 945 it.111.  .
Asrive Nortonville  I :AI p.m. 3;51 a.m. 1e:35 a.m.
Arrive Central City  1113 pin. 4:30 a.m. 1 1 :3s LIM
Arsive Horse Branch  366 p.m. 5:18 a.m. Isig pia.
Arrive Owensboro  '4:55 P.m Leo a.m. *4:55 p.m.
Arrive Louisville  5:35 p.m. 7:50 a.m. 4:55 e-In




Arrive Carbondale  425 P.m. 840 p.m. 
ArriveChicago  6:3o a.m. 613o a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  S:pi p.m. 7:ao a.m. •
SOUTH SOUND No. 3o5
Leave St. Louis  745 am.
heave Chicago  zips a.m.
Leave Cabondale  11 40 am.
Arrive Paducah  3:35 P.m.
No. y75





MALT BOUND 111-1121 135-835
Leave Nashville  11:se am. 
Leave Hweikkavine  tr :so a.m. 64o a.m.
Leave Princeton  2415 p.m. 743 2-m-
Arrive Paducah  4.43 p.m. 9:23 arn.
Leave Paducah  hits p.m. 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo i  745 p..In 11:10 am.
Avr've St. Louis  7:21 &M. 440 PAL
Arnve Chicago  6:30 am 9:P P.m.
•••••
SOUIFFI BOUND son-im
Leave Gicago  6.m p.m.
Leave St. Louis  VW P-01
6 AO em.
Anew Paducah 
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Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trams rum
daily. Trains ta3 and toe carry through sleepers between Ciacisaati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains ill and too sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orieans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers isatwees
padicah and St. Lows. Traps sw mamma at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For further information, address.
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Umion Depot, Padecah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Le sievile, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, NOD-
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Ching"
W. H. BRILL D. P. A., St Lank. mks
EDGAR W.v WHITTEMORE
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAi. Mgr P 41.1. WESTERN 
KENTUCKY FARM I. EAR.
amerrm.v. PAYMENf LOTS FOR INVEMNSWIT. 11111111114
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
PRES TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
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GUM, BEECH iiND OAK FLOC RING, END:MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
Both Phones 26 We Are Making- Very Low Prices on House Bills.
REXAL FARMERS'
COLD TABLETS' INSTITUTE
CURE LA GRIPPE, PREV.ENT THE ATTENDANCE YESTER-
WAS QUITE SMALL AT
COLDS, RELIEVES COUGHS, THE KENTUCKY.
FEVERISH CONDITIONS AND
HEADACHES ASSOCIATED
WITH A COLD. LIKE ALL
REXALL REMEDIES MONEY
s
BACK IF NOT SATISFIED.
WPHERSONS
DRUG STORE
Professor W. H. Scherffius of Wash-
ington Addressed the Body on
Experiments With Tobacco.
Although the inclement weather
has prevented an unusually large
number from attending the Farmer's
in.a.tute, or agricultural convention,
at The Kentucky, still it is proving
inslructive and beneficial to those
awe. On the gathering opening yes-
terday morning Colonel Gus G.
Singleton was chosen chairman, and
1FOURTH AND BROADWAY Mi. Felix Rogers secretary, while
  Mayor Yeiser delivered the address of
welcome.
Rev. W.E. Cave delivered the in-
vocation, while Mrs. Miliaria Clark
rendered musical numbers on her
violin, with accompaniment of Mrs.
Samuel if. Winstead on the piano.
After some speeches of a welcoming
nature, the convention adjourned mi-
ta yesterday aftemoon when a fine
talk was made by Professor W. H.
Scherffius, on "Experiments With
Dark Tobacco." He is of the national
department of agriculture from Wash-
ington, D C.. and his remarks were
heard with deep interest by those
present.
Mr. G. I. Christie of Purdue Uni-
versit;y, LaFayette, Ind., was to have
spoken on "Modern Methods of Seed
Coen Selection" but he did not come.
neither did Hon. William J. Stone of
Kuttawa, who was to have lectured
"The Scarcity of Farm Labor."
Hubert Vreeland. commissioner of
agriculture for this state, could not
come yesterday on account of illness,
but wired he would be here today. On
account of the above being absent,
someone had to speak to take up the
time, and they got Chancy Wheeler
to talk.
Yesterday afternoon Mr. Robert
Scott entertained with a solo and it
was fine, being loudly applauded by
the delegates.
More visitors are expected- today to
be present for the last two days of
the gathering: • •
There were only four exhibits of
corn yesterday, they being by R. L.
Bower, Thomas J. Reed, and G. Ist,,
Spitzer of this county, and F. M.
Walkins of Hickman county.
The program for today is a follows:
Today's Program. '
Solo—Mrs. D. I. Lewis, accom-
panied by Miss Courtie Puryear.
Intelligent feeding of live stock—
Prof. M. A. Scovell, director agricul-
tural experiment station, Lexington,
KY.
Food adulteration—Prof. R. M.
Allen, pure food department, Ken-
tucky experiment station.











Mt. Carmel, 1.6, standing.
Nashville, 9.6, falling.
Pittsburg, s5. falling.
Davis Island Dam, 5.3, falling.
St. Louis, 5.7, falling.
MY Vernon, 9.2, rising.
Paducah, ii.o, falling.
The towboat Fred Hartweg came
here yesterday from Cairo to have
her boilers, engines and stacks over-
hauled.
Captain Pell has returned from the
upper Ohio river where he has been
on the government snagboat VVbod-
ruff.
The steamer Kentucky came out of
the Tennessee river last night. She
lays here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon before skipping-vat on her
return that way.
The Dick Fowler gets out for Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock and comes
beck tonight.
The Reuben Dunbar went to Ev-
ansville yesterday and comes back to-
. rnorrcw.
The Henry Harley comes in today
from Evansville and gets out imme-
c‘iately on 'her return that way.
The Buttorff gets to Nashville to-
night, leaves there tont0I-rdly, and gets
back here Sunday. . .
The City of Saltillo passes up to-
mortow bound from St. Louis for
the .Tennessee river .
The Georgia Lee gets here today en
rote' to Cincinnati from Memphis.
NOTICE!
All members Order of Owls are
reisintsted to attend a meeting next
Sunday October aoi at 2 p. m. at
Elks' old hall on fourth street.
L IL RAGAN, Secretary.
There's nothing quite so foolish









Now Made and sold by
R. W W iLKER CO.
DRUCIO/STS.
:
th and Lrontkang..-5t11 FifBoth Flop. rm.




+ + • + + • + • • • + • •
Mr. John B. Lally is here from
Louisville for a few days.
Mrs. B. F. Bruce of Ridgeway, Ill.,
is visiting her son, Mr. J. Bruce of
South Eleventh.
Miss Ethel Adams, the trained
nurse, is in Hopkinsville.
Mr. Ike Mlzell of Dexter, Ky., is
visiting his granddaughter, Mrs.
Charles F. Akers of Jones street.
Mr. Oscar L. Gregory has gone to
Atlanta, Ga., and Birmingham, Ala.
Miss Ora Boren has returned from
visiting in Chattanooga, Tenn.
Editor John L. Smith, of the Lyon
County Times, was here yesterday
from Kuttawa.
Dr. J. R. ,Coleman has returned
from attending the Masonic grand
lodge tat Louisville.
WS. A Wurth, Miss Thresa Lewis
and Mr Victor Woeltz have goes to
Texas for a sojourn.
M. Noble Parker and wife ofLex-
ington, Tenn., are visiting here.
Mr. Ben Price. the musician, leaves




Mr W F.. Lindsay
avenue went to New
day to visit.
Mr E. K. Stone formerly of the
local office of the American Express
Company, is now located at Prince-
ton.
Miss Mabel Norman of Mayfield
returned home yesterday after visit-
ing Misses Rella and Fannie Colannan
Mrs. Kauffman of Sireminglienn, ,
has returned home after coming lave
to attend the funeral of C,olonal,
ben Rowland.
Miss Mottle Burley of Ingles4"11,
Ky,. is visiting Mrs. Thomas Settle of
Ns* Fifth.
iwv.tlehron Nicbolson of Bandana is
visiting his mother on North Sixth.
Mr Edward Barry has returned
from a drumming trip through the
state.
Editor James Lemon, of the May-feld messenger, ar-ivaci yesterday.
Mr. James M. Quinn the life insur-
ance man, is here from Louirenle. -
Master Edward Dean Yancey of St. 
Louisis visiting his uncle. Me. John
Yancey.
Mr. James E. Wilhelm and wife re-
turned last night from Louisville.
Miss Ella B. Wilhelm will remain in
that city several days visiting friends.
Mr. William Bryant, the furniture
drummer, has returned from a trip
to Mississippi.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Thompson
have returned from Tupelo, Miss,
where they were called by the deathof the former's brother, Mr. Robert
Thompson.
Mr. Stokes Payne of LaCenter is inthe city.
Colonel Victor Van de Male has re-turned from a week's drumming tourto Tennessee.
President Rabert L. Reeves, of theFirst National Bank has returnedfrom Chicago.
Sheriff John Ogilvie and Police





Solo—Kiss Mapme Dryfuss, ac- last night from Lexington where they
companied by Mrs. George B. Hart. took three colored boys to the reform
Seed adulteration—Dr. J. W. T. school.
Duvel, bureau of plant industry, na- Mr. William Hendeick left t!,-
morningtional department of agriculture. for Livingston county on
The value of good roads and how Li stness.
IC) procure them—Hon. W. J. Stone,
Kuttawa, Ky. There were shipped 34,611 tons of
Constriction and maintenance of chalk from Dunkirk, France, to the




New Orleans,. Oct. 18.—As exten-
sive campaign of peOtest was inaug-
urated last night by the New Orleans
Progressive Union against the re-
ported ruling of the Panama canal
cOmmission that contractors may
ship to the isthmus at half rates ar;a
hoes out of New York and San Fran-
cisco. Governors, senators and repre-
sentatives of all states in the Missis-
ARA Missouri and Ohio valleys have
been asked to represent to the com-
mission the detriment this ruling may
become to their sections.
Oda.
Dresden has opened. a bathing es-
talilithrnentior dogs. It is owned and
gwverned by the municipality.
Siv•r-liundred -fanlike' 'al weavers of
Beier, Spain, are rep6rteCto be seek-
ilag aid to emigrate to American
seeepddill.
A sausage four feet lodg and one
Hot thick formed the wedding cake
at a Hanover Butcher's wedding.
POPULAR WANTS.
I • • • • • • • • • • + + * •
WANTED—A good cook and also
a housegirl. Apply at once ao9 North
Fifth street.
WANTED—Two goad press feeders.
Apply Kentucky Printing Co., 121
Scuth Fourth street.
WANTED—Any person willing to
distribute our samples; Samoa weekly.
"Empire" 92 LaSalle St., Chicago.
FOR RENT—Two up stairs rooms
Third and Kentucky Avenue.
BARKSDALE BROS. CO.
WANTED—Colored boy to do
, bores at 1754 Monroe street.
Ask your Grocer for "Mama Ja''
Flour. Best that's made.
FOR RENT—Rooms furnished,
with or without board. Address "Z"
care Register.
LOST—Open faced, filled case
watch, size, 3, with letter "L" en-
graved inside. Finder return to
Paducah Marine Railway and re-
ceive reward.
WANTED—To buy Second band
shoes, large sizes. T. B. Jones. tab
Kentucky Ave_
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able.bedied unnsanried mew between
gges of ss end as; daimons of United
*toes, of good character as sunspe-
wits hike, 1,410 eau spesk. vend and
write English. For infers:sties ap-
or to Recruiting Officer, N







CHAROBS }um WITH PEONAGE
Case of C. C. Swart: to be Taken
Before-Poderal Grand Jury.
438 South Second
Some Good Things In late Books and
New Music
Sold by
D. E. Wilson at Harbour's Department Store
COPYRIGHT NOVeLlii
"Call of the Blood" (Hick-
ens) *1-20
"house of Defense" (Ben-
son) 500




"The Fighting Chance" (Cham-
bers $1.20
We always have the latest
bookie published and many titles





-lake Me on the Rollers,"
25#
"Attention" a fine march
.............. is A
-Yon're the Coaxii
That I Ever Knew„ .
. . . . ............ 350
If you hear a new song or a new
instrumental piece, we always
have them in stock Wb get *v-
ery new piece pablished.
song 
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
I 3% Bores Pow/ Mow.
3 0 Norse Power NUM.
• se Morse Power Motor.
I see Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
New York, Oct. 16.—The case oi
C. C. Swart; arrest& July 27,
charged with peonage. will be
brought before the Federal grand
jery here today, when Assistant
State's Attorney Houston will pro-
duce his witnesses, the chief moue
them being Mrs. Mary G. Quacken-1
boss, an attorney, who made .the
Complaint that causet the arrest i
of Swartz.
Sartz ran an employment agency'
and was charged with enticing thous-
ands of young luta to go South un-
eer false pretenses to turpentine
camps in the swamps of Florida, Inns
her mills, copper, coal and phosphate
mines. Numbers of them escaped
and returned North full of fever and
broken in health,
When Swartz was held in $3,000
bail on July 27, Mrs. Quackenboss
decided to go South and investigate
matters personally. In a seven-'
weeks' trip vehsiisted oindlnailnSH
weeks' trip she visited the camps
mentioned ifs the evdence, saw the
r.tonage system in operation and re-
tinned suffering from fever, but
with forty-six affidavits.
Fully onie-hhird of the land in
Great 'Britain is owned by mem-
bers of the house of lords.
Now Is The Time
This Is The Place
306 BROADWAY'
FREE CATALOG DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent Let us build the bones; you pay for k as yeapay rent Vacant lots le all parts of the city. Mks lots as theproposed car ensnare on Stood to union depot wed on Mhostreets from flys to Suo each. Buy now on installment pkvawhile cheap. Trim is the highest ground In the eft. Property Inanvaneing rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAK CO.
INCORPORATZD.










'West Kentucky Coal Co.
1191011211POIM7116.
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